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## Acronyms and abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AF</td>
<td>Adaptation Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AfDB</td>
<td>African Development Bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFOLU</td>
<td>Agriculture, Forestry and Other Land Use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIIM</td>
<td>African Infrastructure Investment Managers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BASA</td>
<td>Banking Association of South Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUSA</td>
<td>Business Unity South Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBT</td>
<td>Climate Budget Tagging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDM</td>
<td>Clean Development Mechanism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CF</td>
<td>Climate Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFA</td>
<td>Climate Finance Accelerator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of JHB</td>
<td>City of Johannesburg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COAS</td>
<td>Carbon Offset Administration System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CoCT</td>
<td>City of Cape Town</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COP</td>
<td>Conference of the Parties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPI</td>
<td>Climate Policy Institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTF</td>
<td>Clean Technology Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBSA</td>
<td>Development Bank of Southern Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DFFE</td>
<td>Department of Forestry Fisheries and the Environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DFIs</td>
<td>Development Financial Institutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMRE</td>
<td>Department of Mineral Resources and Energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DoE</td>
<td>Department of Energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EGIP</td>
<td>Embedded Generation Investment Programme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPPF</td>
<td>Eskom Pension and Provident Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESG</td>
<td>Environmental, Social and Governance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU</td>
<td>European Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EV</td>
<td>Electric Vehicle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIRST</td>
<td>Facility for Investment in Renewable Small Transactions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSB</td>
<td>Financial Services Board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSCA</td>
<td>Financial Sector Conduct Authority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GB</td>
<td>Green Bonds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCF</td>
<td>Green Climate Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEF</td>
<td>Global Environment Facility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEPF</td>
<td>Government Employees Pension Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFT</td>
<td>Green Finance Taxonomy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GH2</td>
<td>Green Hydrogen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHG</td>
<td>Greenhouse Gas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GS</td>
<td>Gold Standards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDC</td>
<td>International Data Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEP</td>
<td>Integrated Energy Plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFC</td>
<td>International Finance Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFIs</td>
<td>International Financial Institution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMF</td>
<td>International Monetary Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPC</td>
<td>International Partners Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPCC</td>
<td>Intergovernmental Panel of Climate Change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPG</td>
<td>International Partners Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPPP</td>
<td>Independent Power Producer Procurement Programme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPPPs</td>
<td>Independent Power Producers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPPU</td>
<td>Industrial Processes and Product Use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRP</td>
<td>Integrated Resource Plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JET</td>
<td>Just Energy Transition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JET IP</td>
<td>Just Energy Transition Investment Plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JSE</td>
<td>Johannesburg Stock Exchange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCVs</td>
<td>Light Commercial Vehicles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEDS</td>
<td>Low Emission Development Strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCSA</td>
<td>Minerals Council South Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Full Form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MFIs</td>
<td>Multilateral Financial institutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MFMA</td>
<td>Municipal Finance Management Act</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTEF</td>
<td>Medium Term Expenditure Framework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTSF</td>
<td>Medium-Term Strategic Framework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MW</td>
<td>Megawatts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBI</td>
<td>National Business Initiative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCCAS</td>
<td>National Climate Change Adaptation Strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCCRP</td>
<td>National Climate Change Response Policy Paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDC</td>
<td>Nationally Determined Contribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEV</td>
<td>New Energy Vehicles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGOs</td>
<td>Non-Governmental Organisations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT</td>
<td>National Treasury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OECD</td>
<td>Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCC</td>
<td>Presidential Climate Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFM</td>
<td>Public Financial Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPPs</td>
<td>Public-Private Partnerships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PV</td>
<td>Photovoltaic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4RR</td>
<td>Partnership for Risk &amp; Resilience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REI4P</td>
<td>Renewable Energy Independent Power Procurement Programme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SADC</td>
<td>South African Community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA SME</td>
<td>South Africa Small and Medium Enterprise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAAM2035</td>
<td>South Africa Automotive Master Plan 2035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAIA</td>
<td>South African Insurance Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAREM</td>
<td>South Africa Renewable Energy Masterplan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCF</td>
<td>Supply Chain Finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCCF</td>
<td>Special Climate Change Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDGs</td>
<td>Sustainable Development Goals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SECO</td>
<td>Swiss State Secretariat for Economic Affairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIDA</td>
<td>Swedish International Development Cooperation Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMEs</td>
<td>Small and Medium Enterprise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMMEs</td>
<td>Small Medium and Micro-Enterprises</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOEs</td>
<td>State-Owned Enterprises</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP-14P</td>
<td>Small Projects Independent Power Producer Procurement Programme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWOT</td>
<td>Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tCO2e</td>
<td>Tonnes of Carbon Dioxide Equivalent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIPS</td>
<td>Trade Industrial Policy Strategists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UKCI</td>
<td>UK Climate Investments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN</td>
<td>United Nations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNDP</td>
<td>United Nations Development Programme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNEP</td>
<td>United Nations Environment Programme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNFCCC</td>
<td>United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCS</td>
<td>Verified Carbon Standard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPRI</td>
<td>University Panel for Responsible Investment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZAR</td>
<td>South African Rand</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Key Definitions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adaptation Activities</th>
<th>Activities that target changing processes, practices or structures to moderate potential climate damages or increase the benefit from opportunities associated with current or future climate change impacts.¹</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blended Finance</td>
<td>Use of Development finance to attract and mobilise additional investment towards sustainable development in emerging economies. It does so by attracting commercial capital into projects that address sustainable development goals, while ensuring financial returns to investors.²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climate Finance</td>
<td>South Africa’s National Treasury defines climate finance as local, national, or transnational financing drawn from public, private, and alternative sources of funding that are intended to cover the costs of transitioning to a low-carbon global economy and to adapt to, or build resilience against, current and future climate change impacts. While the report focuses on climate finance in the broad sense, encompassing financial resources allocated to support efforts towards reducing greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions (mitigation) and adapting to the adverse impacts of climate change (adaptation), it covers a wide range of activities and sectors that contribute to the global goal of transitioning to a low-carbon and climate-resilient economy. Thus, where transition finance or green finance is mentioned, these typologies form a subset of climate finance given the goals align with the broader environmental and climate goals of reducing greenhouse gas emissions, adapting to climate change, and promoting environmental sustainability.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual Benefit Activities</td>
<td>Activities that present both a mitigation and adaptation target or end goal. Currently in Africa representing 12% of the total climate investments are dual benefitting programs or activities.³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Just Energy Transition (JET)</td>
<td>The JET refers to South Africa’s transition in the energy sector as the country moves away from coal into cleaner energy sources. It is a central pillar of work for the country aiming to ensure that communities tied to high emitting energy industries are not left behind in the shift to renewable energy. Therefore, the JET in South Africa focuses on being a driver for fair and better jobs, including social justice and alleviating poverty⁴.⁵</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Carbon Activities</td>
<td>Economic Activities that provide goods and services that generate a significantly reduced amount of emissions of greenhouse gases, mainly carbon dioxide⁶</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Mitigation Activities | Activities that aim to reduce or prevent emission of GHG. This includes the use of new technologies and renewable energies, utilising older technologies in a more energy efficient manner, or changing management and behavioural practices.⁷  
| Transition Finance | Finance raised from corporates aimed to support net-zero transition projects or activities. Projects that are in line with the goal from the Paris Agreement and based on robust and quantifiable corporate climate transition plans.⁸ |

Purpose of the report

Climate Arc, in collaboration with the African Climate Foundation, is considering a Conversation Tour in South Africa. The tour’s goal is to bring together stakeholders from South Africa’s financial sector to promote climate-aligned finance. This initiative involves hosting events and workshops to engage private financial institutions, regulators, policymakers, and non-profit organisations.

The objective of this report is to conduct a thorough survey in South Africa to assess the challenges and opportunities in advancing large-scale financing for a Net Zero economy. The study will identify sectors in need of funding, examine the roles of different financing types, assess the engagement of development institutions, analyse climate-related policies and commitments, and explore international support for climate action.

Executive summary

South Africa is actively addressing climate change, with a strategic vision that prioritises emission reduction and resilience enhancement. This report delves into the multifaceted climate finance landscape of South Africa, highlighting the intricate interplay of challenges, opportunities, and prevailing finance gaps to financing the transition to Net Zero.

Policies and sectors towards net-zero

South Africa has established multiple national commitments related to environmental and climate change, which serve as guiding principles for both the public and private sectors. Notable policy documents include the National Climate Change Response Policy Paper, the Renewable Energy Independent Power Producer Procurement Programme, and the Carbon Tax Act. Each of these documents is detailed in terms of its relevance and implications for the private sector. Furthermore, the updated Nationally Determined Contributions (NDC) to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) sets out South Africa’s goals from 2021 to 2030, with a significant emphasis on adaptation. This includes spotlighting priority sectors such as water, agriculture, health, and biodiversity, each backed by specific policies. South Africa’s Just Energy Transition Investment Plan (JET IP) further accentuates the energy domain, focusing on areas like electricity, green hydrogen, and the shift towards New Energy Vehicles. Additionally, the approach to achieving net-zero emissions is explored across various key economic sectors, including mining, tourism, agriculture, manufacturing, energy, and transport.

Climate finance landscape overview

Between 2017 and 2018, an average of ZAR 70 billion was allocated annually for these activities, with a total of ZAR 431 billion tracked from 2017 to 2021. Mitigation efforts, particularly clean energy generation, received the lion’s share, averaging ZAR 62.5 billion annually. In contrast, adaptation initiatives were allocated an average of R4.3 billion per year, with the majority coming from public sources and a noticeable absence of private sector investments. Dual-benefit activities garnered R7.8 billion annually, with 78% originating from public sources.\(^6\)

---

\(^5\) Note: New Energy Vehicles include battery, plug-in hybrid and fuel cell electric vehicles.

\(^6\) NBI. 2022. Financing South Africa’s Just Transition.
The private sector predominantly invested in clean energy and energy efficiency (Figure 1, 2), while traditional financial mechanisms leaned heavily towards debt financing. Blended finance remains underutilised (Figure 1), even though it holds promise for boosting private sector participation in climate-related activities. Attracting investments remains a challenge (Figure 3), especially for adaptation projects (Figure 4), as the financial landscape favours profit-driven projects, sidelining those without clear market returns.

Financial sector developments

South Africa is actively reshaping its financial strategies to address climate change and achieve its developmental objectives. This involves reallocating capital, sourcing new financial means, and optimising existing resources. While South Africa has a robust local financial market, it needs clear governmental directives, regulatory interventions, and a conducive legislative backdrop to foster innovation. South Africa’s sustainable finance endeavours are steered by governmental bodies, regulators, and industry stakeholders. Introduced in 2017, the ‘Twin-Peaks’ model\(^\text{11}\) emphasises the stability and conduct of financial institutions. The Carbon Tax Act, initiated in 2019, is pivotal for South Africa’s NDC commitments through incentivising the increase in pace of decarbonisation. However, the low carbon price set (below international benchmarks), coupled with a delay in full implementation of the Act may slow down the pace of achieving decarbonisation and attracting the necessary investments to realise the climate objectives of South Africa’s NDC. Energy-intensive sectors have expressed concerns over this tax,

\(^{11}\) Note: The ‘twin peaks’ model restructures the oversight of financial services entities such as banks, insurance firms, and pension administrators, with regulatory authority divided between two distinct and independent bodies: the Prudential Authority (PA), which operates within the administrative framework of the South African Reserve Bank, and the Financial Sector Conduct Authority (FSCA), which is a successor to the previous Financial Services Board.
emphasising the need for incentives for transitioning to renewables. South Africa’s Green Finance Taxonomy (SA GFT) Project aims to steer the financial sector towards green investments, drawing inspiration from the European Union (EU) Taxonomy which could ultimately help foster seamless green financial flows between the EU and SA. However, its adoption faces challenges like governance issues, fossil fuel dependencies, implementation complexity and related costs, raised by the market stakeholders. Lastly, Climate Budget Tagging (CBT) in South Africa, initiated in 2020, seeks to monitor climate related government expenditures, aiming for budget alignment with climate priorities and ensuring accountability. If extended to all governmental levels, it is set to be a promising way to comprehensively identify and track public spending on mitigation and adaptation activities but also to accurately determine the climate finance gap.

**Public sector**

Between 2017-2018, South African public finance entities allocated approximately ZAR 22 billion annually to climate finance, constituting a quarter of the total climate finance.\(^{12}\) Despite this, many financial tools remain underexploited. Enhancing their utilisation requires improved coordination, capacity building, streamlined processes, and a conducive environment for private sector involvement and improved capital markets. The government employs instruments like the Green Fund and Green Bonds to back climate adaptation efforts. Development Finance Institutions (DFIs), such as the Development Bank of Southern Africa (DBSA), are instrumental in championing climate-resilient initiatives as well as collaborations with global entities like the World Bank Civil society actors such as non-governmental organisations (NGOs) play an advocacy role in ensuring effective resource utilisation, accountability and bring awareness of locally relevant solutions. Overall, while progress has been made in public climate finance, there's a need for better coordination, transparency, and multi-stakeholder engagement to optimise climate finance endeavours.

**Private sector**

Between 2017 and 2018, South Africa’s private sector allocated an average of ZAR 35.3 billion annually to climate mitigation, primarily in clean energy and energy efficiency.\(^{13}\) This was ZAR 13.5 billion more than the public sector contribution to climate finance in total. Commercial entities, such as banks and venture capitalists, were the leading contributors, providing ZAR 19.3 billion exclusively for clean energy.\(^{14}\) The rest came from corporations, NGOs, and households. This concentration on clean energy indicates potential gaps in recognising diverse climate-related investment opportunities. Major banks, including First National Bank, Standard Bank Group, and Nedbank, have launched green bonds and loans for renewable projects. A review of reporting and commitments made by commercial banks and other FIs in South Africa shows that only the largest\(^ {15}\) report to the TCFD and report Scope 1, 2, and operational Scope 3 emissions. Few report the climate risks of their portfolios and fewer report financed emissions and total climate finance disbursements. As for commitments, many aim to reach net zero by 2050. However, in the meantime, there are leaders and laggards, at least from an operational perspective.

Institutional investors like pension funds and insurance companies have also ventured into climate finance activities. The venture capital industry, while still nascent in South Africa, is also starting to invest in green initiatives. SA GFT encourages environmental, social, and corporate governance (ESG) considerations, with the Johannesburg Stock Exchange (JSE) requiring listed companies to include ESG practices in their reports. However, challenges like inconsistent ESG reporting, unfavourable ESG ratings affected by economic and political factors and a complicated landscape remain, making it difficult to navigate. The JSE climate disclosure requirements are also seen as cumbersome and disincentivizing. A streamlined approach is needed to increase uptake and consistency in reporting as well as moving away from voluntary reporting. Finally, exploring and encouraging innovative funding strategies is needed to mobilise the needed climate finance.

---

\(^{13}\) Ibid  
\(^{14}\) Ibid  
Key Challenges:

1. **Liquidity and Macroeconomic Risks**: South Africa’s small capital markets are hindered by a lack of liquidity coupled with macroeconomic risks, limiting the availability of long-term financing. The financial markets are characterised by the dominance of short-term lending, with nearly 70% of loans maturing in under five years.\(^6\)

2. **Macroeconomic Concerns**: Rising debt-to-GDP ratios over time deteriorates financial flow quality. This, coupled with a volatile exchange rate, low GDP and GDP per capita growth, high interest rates and increasing debt-servicing costs, raise concerns about South Africa’s fiscal space.\(^7\) These factors affect South Africa’s access to domestic and international capital markets increasing project risk premiums.

3. **Regulatory and Political Risks**: The investment climate in South Africa is further complicated by regulatory issues, political risks, and off-taker risks which create an unconducive financial and business environment as well as unfavourable ESG ratings in the global landscape.

Opportunities:

1. **Private Sector Involvement**: The private sector, especially impact investors, is increasingly focusing on projects that are socially, environmentally, and economically beneficial. Sectors like energy, infrastructure, agriculture, and water management are particularly attractive due to their commercial maturity.

2. **Reallocating Public Resources**: Exploring new financing mechanisms and enhancing revenue collection through municipal rates, tariffs, and taxes (e.g., Carbon Tax) could help bridge the climate-funding gap.

3. **Technical Capacity and Policy Interventions**: Improving grassroots technical capacity and implementing targeted policy interventions can address adaptation funding gaps, positioning South Africa for climate finance innovation and a sustainable future. Civil society actors are uniquely placed to provide detailed knowledge of South Africa’s local context and climate vulnerabilities.

4. **Financial Instruments**: The adoption and expansion of financial instruments like green bonds and blended finance can attract more private investments and bridge the financing gap.

In conclusion, while South Africa faces significant challenges in the realm of climate finance, there are also substantial opportunities, especially with the increasing involvement of the private sector. Addressing the climate finance gaps, particularly in adaptation, will be crucial for the country’s sustainable development.

---


Figure 1 | Key players in the climate finance landscape in South Africa

### Private Sector
- **Finance**
  - First National Bank, Standard Bank Group, Absa Bank, Nedbank
  - Rand Merchant Bank, Investec
  - Contribution: Large contributions towards renewable energy, especially through the REIPPP

- **Commercial banks**
  - International Finance Corporation (IFC), KfW Development Bank
  - Contribution: Supporting the private sector in the transition to greener products (e.g. green loans, facility for Investment in Renewable Small Transactions)

- **Development banks focused on the private sector**
  - Government Employees Pension Fund (GEPF), Eskom Pension and Provident Fund (EPPF), University Endowment Funds, Johannesburg Stock Exchange (JSE), South African Insurance Association (SAIA)
  - Old Mutual Investments, Africa Risk Capacity (ARC) Ltd (members of the Net Zero Asset Owners Alliance)
  - Contribution: Invested ZAR 4.4 billion into renewable energy, urban development and regeneration, water, agriculture, roads, and student accommodation.

#### Institutional investors | Pension Funds, Insurance Companies, and Endowment Funds
- **Private Equity** - Contribution: Support to SMEs with a focus on environmental sustainability (nascent stages)
- **Business**
  - Automotive
    - BMW Group South Africa, Toyota
  - Mining
    - Anglo American Platinum (Amplats), Sibanye, Ecomine
  - Energy
    - Sasol, Exxon

#### National Business Initiative- Industry body that supports business through research, events and a focus on financial innovation in the context of development

### Public Sector
- **Government**
  - National Treasury
    - Contribution: Economic management and fiscal policy (e.g. green taxonomy)
  - Department of Mineral Resources and Energy (DMRE)
    - Contribution: Economic growth and development in the energy and mineral sector (e.g. REIPPP Programme)
  - Department of Fisheries, Forestry and the Environment (DFFE)
    - Contribution: Oversees programs and initiatives for climate change mitigation and sustainable environmental practice (e.g. Green Fund)

- **The Presidency**
  - The Presidential Climate Commission (JETP Secretariat)
  - Contribution: Coordinate joint working Programme of PCFTT and IPG

### Civil Society
- **NGOs**
  - e.g. WWF, Oxfam, Earthlife Africa, Life After Coal, Groundwork, Centre for Environmental Rights, 350Africa.org
  - Contribution: Advocacy, monitoring, capacity building, stakeholder engagement, research, climate justice, project implementation, and public education.

- **Coalitions (made up of NGOs/CSCOs)**
  - Climate Ambition to Accountability Project (CAAP), Fair Finance Southern Africa, Life After Coal
  - Contribution: Advocacy, monitoring, capacity building, stakeholder engagement, research, climate justice, project implementation, and public education.

- **Academia**
  - e.g. University of Cape Town, University of the Witwatersrand, Stellenbosch University
  - Contribution: Provide research and scientific evidence to the public debate

- **Unions**
  - National Union of Mineworkers (NUM)
  - Contribution: Represent the interests of workers. Generally opposed to the low-carbon transition

Source: Author
Introduction

South Africa faces a complex landscape of challenges, characterised by profound inequality, persistent poverty, and high unemployment rates. Climate change is a threat multiplier and only amplifies these existing socio-economic issues. The goal of climate finance, as per the UNFCCC, is to provide financial resources to help countries mitigate (reduce) greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and adapt to the adverse effects of climate change.18

This financial support is intended to assist countries, particularly developing nations, in taking action to combat climate change, transition to low-carbon economies, and build resilience to climate impacts.

The estimates to fulfil South Africa’s NDC range from ZAR 1.0 trillion (NBI estimates) to ZAR 2.4 trillion (World Bank estimates) for the period up to 2030.19 However, only ZAR 431 billion was invested towards climate finance between 2017 and 2021, which is approximately 43% of the NBI’s estimated required funding and approximately 18% according to the World Bank estimates.20 This underscores the magnitude of the challenge. Given the country’s constrained fiscal resources, it becomes apparent that relying solely on the public sector is insufficient to meet the NDC’s objectives. Consequently, there is a growing need to envision innovative solutions and financing mechanisms to bridge the financing gap and galvanise the necessary scale of development, enhancing South Africa’s resilience in the face of climate change. However, securing climate finance is a challenging undertaking, given the numerous conditions and prerequisites that must be met to access these funds, both locally and internationally. Effectively leveraging climate financing requires a robust combination of capacity, knowledge, and technical expertise.

Despite climate finance being underfunded both in South Africa and globally, new commitments to climate finance were made at the Conference of the Parties (COP) 27, most notably a pledge to double adaptation finance, a noteworthy milestone for developing nations. Further pledges, such as a substantial contribution of US$230 million (approximately ZAR 4.4 billion) to the Adaptation Fund (AF) and the European Union’s strengthened commitment of €1 billion for adaptation initiatives in African countries, have been made.21 Despite the contentious discussions during the United Nations (UN) intersessional climate negotiations held in Bonn, Germany, in June 2023, a key report was published that underscored the determination of developed nations to collectively mobilise US$100 billion (approximately ZAR 20 billion) annually in climate finance until 2025.22 The report further emphasised their pledge to strike a more equitable balance between funding for adaptation, which strengthens resilience against the unavoidable effects of climate change, and mitigation, aimed at reducing greenhouse gas emissions.

Translating these commitments into tangible climate finance flows is a challenging endeavour. The upcoming COP28 in Dubai and the inaugural Global Stocktake are poised to be critical junctures, where the global community, especially developing nations, hopes to witness significant progress in converting promised funds into action. South Africa needs to ensure that it has a strategy to be able to attract climate finance and equally important, be able to absorb it.

This report provides an analysis of the current climate finance landscape in South Africa, focusing on the financing mechanisms and sources utilised for climate adaptation and mitigation projects.

The rest of the report reads as follows:

- **Section 1** outlines the climate finance landscape in South Africa, looking at the various policy, strategic sectors and current financial flows by actor and financing mechanism.

- **Section 2** provides the regulatory and policy developments that are shaping the flow and tracking of climate finance in South Africa.

---


20 Email from GreenCape on updated climate Finance estimates, 21 September 2023.


Section 3 provides an overview of the key public sector actors and developments relating to climate finance in South Africa.

Section 4 provides an overview of the key private sector actors and developments relating to climate finance in South Africa.

Section 5 provides a summary of the key climate finance gaps, challenges and opportunities for the way forward.

The content presented in this report may not introduce groundbreaking or novel information; however, its significance lies in the consolidation of findings accumulated over the past few years from key information sources. Furthermore, it offers the possibility of introducing a distinct perspective on the subject matter.

Methodology and approach

The development of this report employed a two-pronged methodology; firstly, data and information gathering and categorisation and secondly, a deep dive analysis of the South African climate finance landscape in general, private sector-related activities and public sector-related activities.

Desktop research, data and information gathering

Desktop research and information gathering from publicly available resources was conducted. Information was gathered from a variety of sources including government and government departmental websites, national plans, strategies, policies and bills, research papers, funder/donor websites and reports, and articles and documents from other think tanks and consultancies. This information was supplemented and contextualised within the team’s existing knowledge and experiences of the South African climate finance landscape. These resources were recorded in an Excel file (see Annex A for a comprehensive list of the data and information sources reviewed) and sources were saved to relevant folders categorised by “general”, “public” and “private” to help delineate different sections of this report.

Data analysis and landscape mapping

This step entailed analysing the amassed data to pinpoint ongoing climate finance initiatives, key financial institutions, and their involvement with climate-centric topics. A research grid was utilised to systematically organise and synthesise the acquired information. Furthermore, this phase delineated the regulatory landscape and Net Zero commitments, establishing a robust foundation for the ensuing analysis.

Private Climate Finance and Blended Finance Assessment phase

This step marked a transition towards a deeper examination of private climate finance, with a focus encompassing banks, asset managers, asset owners, insurers, and service providers. It entailed the assessment of investments, policies, and strategies within the climate finance realm. Additionally, an investigation into the potential of blended finance mechanisms was undertaken, specifically highlighting the role of Development Finance Institutions (DFIs) in South Africa (SA).

Public and Transition Finance and Just Transition Analysis

In parallel to the above, a deep dive was conducted for the public sector with a focus on public sources of finance. The Just Energy Transition (JET) program in SA and the broader transition finance landscape form integral parts of the analysis. The methodology entailed evaluating how public climate finance and blended finance mechanisms can bolster the objectives of the JET program. A review of necessary policies and frameworks, either existing or under development (such as SA GFT), was carried out to understand how these can facilitate SA’s transition towards a low-carbon economy.
This structured approach allowed for a comprehensive examination across both private and public finance sectors, paving the way for informed recommendations and strategies in the concluding sections of the report.

**Limitations in approach**

The approach is limited by the significant challenges in climate finance reporting and data collection. The challenges stem from South Africa’s nascent climate finance ecosystem which lacks a unified taxonomy, and the reluctance among financiers to share project-specific details due to confidentiality concerns or resource constraints.

The current system for tracking domestic public finance flows, especially in climate adaptation finance, is incomplete. It fails to illustrate the separation of funds specifically earmarked for adaptation, mitigation, and dual benefit. The incorporation of resilience premiums further compounds this challenge into various local government department budgets, with the additional costs associated with adaptation often escaping systematic capture.

Furthermore, research in this space is limited. The Climate Policy Initiative (CPI) Climate Finance Landscape Report for South Africa, written by GreenCape and the Bertha Centre, provides the most comprehensive source of data to date, yet was published in 2021 and covers the period 2017-2018. At the time of this writing, the climate finance landscape report is being updated and is yet to be published. Given the various Non-Disclosure Agreements involved, the team was unable to access this data. Hence, this report is based on existing and somewhat outdated data. Other key reports, such as reports published by the NBI, Trade Industrial Policy Strategists (TIPS) and the Climate Finance Accelerator (CFA) form key inputs into this research. A full list of resources consulted can be found in Annex A.
Section 1 | Climate Finance in South Africa

This section provides an overview of the key policies and strategic vision for climate change development in South Africa. It highlights South Africa's key priority sectors in addressing climate change challenges, such as reducing emissions and building resilience by strengthening adaptive capacity. It also provides a high-level overview of climate finance flows in South Africa, as well as the key actors and financial mechanisms involved.

1.1. National Commitments

South Africa has announced several national commitments related to environmental and climate change, strategy, and planning across issues related to adaptation and mitigation. These policies and plans aim to provide guidance to the country, both public and private sector, as to the key priorities and areas of focus.

A timeline of these policies and a table (see annex 1) describing them are detailed below:

*Figure 2 | Timeline of policies*

Source: Author
1.2. Key sectors towards net-zero

1.2.1. South Africa’s Updated NDC and JET IP

As part of South Africa’s transition towards net-zero, key sectors of interest have been identified in national documents to help ensure mitigation and adaptation commitments are met.

**South Africa’s updated NDC** to the UNFCCC details commitments to mitigation and adaptation action over the years 2021-2030. In particular, the identification of key sectors and the specific actions to take in each is constrained mainly to adaptation, which has been identified together with the NCCAS. In the adaptation space, the priority sectors and policies in each are given in the NDC as follows.

**Table 1 | Table of Sectoral Policies**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>Policies as highlighted by the updated NDC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>Implement policies to enhance water security and ensure that sufficient measures to protect against hydrological hazards such as floods are implemented. Finally, establish hydro-meteorological alert systems as a means of monitoring and warning. Water security is extremely important in South Africa as resources are extremely scarce and the average annual rainfall (450ml) is far below the global average (860ml). Furthermore, increases in rainfall variability are expected to further augment incidences of storm rainfall and flooding.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture</td>
<td>Address the lack of early-warning systems for small-scale farmers and for larger hazards to combat yield uncertainty, promote and support the roll-out of climate-smart agriculture, and overall assist the building of capacity in the agricultural sector. These goals are considered important for the sustainability of the sector as rainfall variability and heat intensity are due to increase, which in turn will lead to both adverse positive and negative effects for many staple crops, such as maize, wheat, and sugarcane.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>Develop early warning systems for climate-induced diseases, besides monitoring and monitoring. Health is particularly relevant in South Africa’s climate change response due to the high levels of economic inequality, which is likely to exacerbate climate-related health outcomes. Changes in temperature will also likely affect the spread of diseases such as dengue fever, malaria, and the Zika virus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biodiversity</td>
<td>Improve monitoring of the impact of climate change on biodiversity, and its impact on ecological infrastructure. Understanding these impacts is essential as biodiversity loss is likely to have vast spillover effects on forest ecosystems, coastal livelihoods, and tourism revenues, with estimated losses to that particular sector estimated at EUR 230 million (~ZAR 4 billion) per annum.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Settlements</td>
<td>Integrate climate-smart approaches into all new settlements, especially with building standards and in coastal areas. Adaptation in present and future settlements is required in South Africa owing to the high number of informal settlements in the country and the relative importance of coastal cities such as Cape Town, Durban, and Gqeberha.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infrastructure</td>
<td>Ensure that climate-resilient infrastructure is developed and deployed, including an integration of climate information into infrastructural planning. Additionally, make all new projects climate-proof and retrofit older investments. Infrastructural updating is likely to be essential for the country in order to reduce the damages associated with natural disaster events that are likely to increase in frequency and intensity.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Regarding mitigation, the 2021 NDC update puts forth a more ambitious goal than the previous targets set forth in 2015. These emissions targets are presented in Table 2.

**Table 2 | South Africa’s NDC Emissions Targets**
### Table 1: NDC and Emissions Targets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NDC Document</th>
<th>2021-2025 Target Emissions</th>
<th>2026-2030 Target Emissions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First NDC: 2015</td>
<td>398-614 MtCO2e</td>
<td>398-614 MtCO2e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Update: 2021</td>
<td>398-510 MtCO2e</td>
<td>350-420 MtCO2e</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The report also makes note of some priority sectors, those being: **Energy, Waste, Industrial Processes and Product Use (IPPU),** and **Agriculture, Forestry, and other Land Use (AFOLU).** However, in the 2020s and the 2030s, a priority was placed on the electricity (energy) sector and, to a lesser extent, transport as well. These sectors are critical to the country’s mitigation plans. As at 2017, 45% of GHG emissions in the country came from electricity alone whereas transport accounted for an additional 11%. Additionally, decarbonising the domestic transport and electricity sectors is of additional importance as the country is a major manufacturer and exporter of vehicles (the industry accounts for 6% of GDP and employs more than 500,000 people). This is an area which may come under threat as cross-border carbon pricing is implemented and if no mitigation measures are taken. The document also makes explicit mention of the REI4P, which is South Africa’s main mechanism regarding the transition towards renewable energy production.

**South Africa’s recent JET IP reaffirms the desire for mitigation action in the energy sector.** The key actions specified in the JET IP regarding electricity to go along with upscaling renewables generation concern the decommissioning, management and repurposing of coal power plants and mines, and investments in upgrading the transmission and distribution systems within the country, as they have up until now been concentrated in the coal-producing Mpumalanga region. Furthermore, another key energy sub-sector identified by the report is **Green Hydrogen (GH2),** with plans to conduct feasibility and pilot studies for many aspects of the GH2 industry in the near future. The JET IP also asserts the priority of the **New Energy Vehicles (NEV) sector** in transport, more specifically the transition to NEV manufacturing, and adoption across private vehicles, buses, and Light Commercial Vehicles (LCVs).

**Whilst both reports do not explicitly specify the unconditional and conditional commitments for mitigation and adaptation, they both express the important role that it has in ensuring that South Africa meets its upcoming targets.** The NDC states that its projections are “premised on continued multilateral support”. Moreover, in the JET IP it is made clear that what South Africa achieves of its 2030 emissions target is “dependent on the level of support received”. Additionally, both documents quantify the financial requirements to implement the actions defined in both. The NDP states a desire for a lower bound of ~ZAR 120 billion (US$ 8 billion) in climate finance by the year 2030, which is a large increase from the average of ~ZAR 31.2 billion (US$ 2.4 billion) over the years 2018-2019. Meanwhile, the JET IP estimates a total cost of implementation for the years 2023-2027 at ~ZAR 1.5 trillion (US$ 98.7 billion). Furthermore, the report quantifies the gap between the total requirement and current commitments, with ZAR 700 billion currently outstanding, with very low support for the GH2 and NEV sectors (89% and 78% outstanding funding respectively).

South Africa’s key economic sectors approach to Net Zero is summarised under annex 2.

### 1.3. Climate Finance landscape overview

This section provides a high-level overview of South Africa’s existing climate finance flows. It provides an overview of the amount of finance tracked in mitigation, adaptation and dual-benefit activities, and the funding and delivery mechanisms commonly used. Key trends are observed in public and private sector financing however, more granular detail is provided in sections 3 and 4 of this report.

---

25 South Africa’s Just Energy Transition Investment Plan (JET IP) for the initial period 2023–2027. 2022.
26 Ibid.
27 South Africa’s updated NDC under the Paris Agreement. 2021.28.
28 South Africa’s Just Energy Transition Investment Plan (JET IP) for the initial period 2023–2027. 2022:31.
29 South Africa’s updated NDC under the Paris Agreement. 2021.29.
30 South Africa’s Just Energy Transition Investment Plan (JET IP) for the initial period 2023–2027. 2022:8.
31 Ibid.
Climate Finance allocation

The South African Climate Finance Landscape Report for 2017 - 2018 reveals that the average annual tracked adaptation and mitigation activities during this period amounted to ZAR 62.2 billion. More recent data that has yet to be published puts the number at approximately ZAR 431 billion tracked between 2017 and 2021. From the 2017-2018 climate finance landscape report, the total annually tracked finance has mitigation efforts predominantly in focus, averaging ZAR 50 billion annually, constituting 81% of the climate finance tracked in that period. Clean energy generation, representing 95% of mitigation funding, claimed the lion's share of resources during these years. Energy efficiency and demand-side management received 3%, while the circular economy sector received 2%. Other categories each received less than 2% of the total allocation. In contrast, adaptation initiatives were allocated an average of R4.3 billion per year, making up 7% of the tracked climate finance. Notably, around 90% of this annual adaptation funding originated from public sources, with the remaining 10% supported by blended finance mechanisms. Private sector investments were channelled solely into mitigation sectors.

During the same timeframe, dual benefit activities received substantial attention, averaging R7.8 billion per year, or 13% of the tracked climate finance during the same period. These dual-benefit projects aim to simultaneously address both mitigation and adaptation goals. Similar to adaptation-focused efforts, the majority of dual benefit funding, 78%, came from public sources, while 22% received support from blended finance instruments. As with adaptation, private sector investments were absent in the dual-benefit sectors. This underscores the emerging recognition that a holistic approach is essential to effectively tackle climate change, bridging the gap between mitigation and adaptation efforts.

35 Ibid.
36 Ibid.
37 Ibid.
**Figure 3 | Climate Finance flows in South Africa 2017-2018**

*Acronyms: AFOLU = Agriculture, food production, fisheries and forestry; Build environment = Buildings and the built environment; EE & DSM = Energy Efficiency & Demand Side Management.*

Source: Adapted from Cassim et al., 2020 South African Finance Landscape 2020
It is worth noting that the NBI report on Financing South Africa’s Just Transition\textsuperscript{38}, adjusted the annual supply of climate finance for mitigation, adaptation, and dual-purpose climate investments in South Africa to be around ZAR 70 billion for the 2017-2018 period. This estimate takes the data from the ‘Climate Policy Initiative report’ adjusted to include an additional ZAR 12.5 billion to account for the REI4P initiative, which had not yet been announced at the time of the original report.

According to the NBI, to achieve a complete transition to net-zero emissions by 2050, South Africa will need an average annual investment of approximately ZAR 100 billion until 2030 at minimum.\textsuperscript{39} This requirement is projected to increase substantially to around ZAR 330 billion annually in the 2040s to reach net zero by 2050. When compared to the currently mobilised ZAR 70 billion per year, this means an additional ZAR 60 billion must be secured annually up until 2030 followed by an additional ZAR 260 billion from 2040-2050 to reach the targets set.

Various institutions provide different estimates for the funding required for a Just Energy Transition (JET) in South Africa. These estimates range from ZAR 1.0 trillion to ZAR 2.4 trillion for the period up to 2030 and between ZAR 4.0 trillion to as much as ZAR 8.5 trillion up to 2050.\textsuperscript{40} According to the World Bank, the total cost of South Africa’s JET is estimated at ZAR 8.5 trillion, with the funding allocation as follows: ZAR 4.2 trillion for mitigation, ZAR 2.2 trillion for adaptation, and ZAR 2.0 trillion for a just transition. Eskom, on the other hand, suggests that ZAR 1.2 trillion in infrastructure investment is needed by 2030 to achieve a successful JET in the power sector. This includes ZAR 990 billion for generation capacity, ZAR 130 billion for transmission capacity, and ZAR 56 billion for distribution capacity.\textsuperscript{41} The table below shows these estimates alongside the ZAR 431 billion tracked between 2017 and 2021 that South Africa has raised to date, highlighting the significant gap that persists.

\textit{Figure 4} JET financing requirements estimates versus actual finance raised to date, in trillion ZAR (2021)

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.5\textwidth]{Figure4.png}
\caption{JET financing requirements estimates versus actual finance raised to date, in trillion ZAR (2021)}
\end{figure}

\textbf{Source: Author}

In the coming decade, there is a crucial need for increased annual investments, particularly in key decarbonization areas such as renewable energy generation, grid expansion, and electric vehicle (EV) charging infrastructure, and building the resilience of the country to increase adaptive capacity and reduce vulnerability. These investments are vital to ensure alignment with South Africa’s NDCs and to drive progress toward meeting climate goals.

\textsuperscript{38} NBI. 2022. Financing South Africa’s Just Transition.
\textsuperscript{39} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{41} Ibid.
Finance by sector

The CFA Programme for South Africa, tracked 257 different financial flows in South Africa amounting to ZAR 35.8 billion from both the public and private sectors (time period not specified).\(^4\) This is significantly less than the Climate Finance Landscape Report for 2017 - 2018 which tracked approximately ZAR 62.2 billion and the NBI report which estimates a flow of approximately ZAR 70 billion per annum in 2022.\(^3\) These differing statistics highlight the lack of harmonisation within the climate finance tracking space. While the CFA programme report on South Africa included stakeholder consultations and desktop analysis to track climate finance supply, the methodology is less clear and comprehensive compared to the CPIs Climate Finance Landscape Report and the NBI report (which adds to the CPIs numbers). In the CPI Climate Finance Landscape report, a detailed methodology is provided, and an extensive breakdown of funders and sources is tracked according to typology. In South Africa, this is viewed as the comprehensive flagship report on this matter as is evident by the cross-referencing that occurs in other similar themed reports.\(^4\)

Nonetheless, the CFA report is still useful in understanding the trends across the public and private sectors of the breakdown in the distribution of finance across key priority sectors.

\(^4\) The CFA Programme was initiated by the Department of Environmental Affairs in 2019.

\(^4\) NBI: 2022. Financing South Africa’s Just Transition.

\(^4\) From discussions with various stakeholders throughout our work and the fact that it is this CPI document that is always referenced in other climate finance reports for South Africa.

\(^3\) The table is taken from the CFA Climate Finance Landscape Report, South Africa.


**Figure 5| Breakdown of climate finance allocation by sectoral focus** \(^4\)

Clean energy was the primary focus, accounting for more than 33% of all investments tracked, including energy efficiency and demand-side management with renewable energy investments coming predominantly from the private sector (corporate investors and commercial banks) and DFIs.\(^4\) The exclusive allocation of private sector investment to clean energy and energy efficiency, with no participation in other climate sectors, indicates that South African investors may view these sectors as economically viable. Alternatively, it may suggest that they lack the necessary knowledge and tools to identify opportunities for investments in other climate-related sectors accurately. However, this funding is still insufficient. The International Energy Agency (IEA) estimates a financial need of ZAR 114 billion in 2018 for renewables while the CPI report indicates that only ZAR 47.4 billion was tracked during 2017-2018.\(^5\) **This represents a financing gap of approximately 58%.**
South Africa does not provide specific financial targets per sector which makes it difficult to understand the sectoral financing gaps. However, given the national focus on the “Just Energy Transition”, the JET Investment Plan, while still lacking in granularity, does provide estimated funding required versus the funding availability for the key focus areas of South Africa’s JET Investment Plan (IP) for the period 2023-2027. These sectors include the electricity sector, new energy vehicle (NEV) sector and green hydrogen (GH₂) sector.¹⁸

**Figure 6 | Projected funding needs and estimated availability by source for JET-IP priority sectors**

![Project funding needs and estimated availability by source (in billion ZAR)](image)

Source: The Presidency, 2022. South Africa’s Just Energy Transition Investment Plan

Sectors like water conservation, smart agriculture, and the circular economy are heavily reliant on public and philanthropic capital.²⁹ Investments in low-carbon transport were dominated by climate facilities and government departments/agencies, primarily using grant instruments while sectors like agriculture and food production have an established business case, with private climate funds and development finance institutions accounting for 94% of the total value invested through commercial debt and unlisted equity.³⁰

Certain sectors do not attract private sector investments, primarily because they are perceived as unprofitable public goods.³¹ Examples of such sectors include water infrastructure, flood protection, social safety nets, and disaster management. In these cases, the responsibility for investment primarily falls on the public sector.³² Bilateral development partners and government departments/agencies played a significant role, contributing 83% of the total investments in water conservation and demand. Among these investments, 83% were made using grant-based financing, while 13% were facilitated through concessional debt instruments.³³

**Traditional Financial Mechanisms for Climate Finance**

The primary traditional financial mechanisms currently deployed to finance climate adaptation, mitigation and dual-benefit activities in South Africa are debt (~59%), equity (~23%), and grants (~5%).³⁴ These mechanisms play a pivotal role in enabling climate change efforts across various sectors in the country.

Of the tracked climate finance, 59% (ZAR 36.5 billion) was obtained through debt financing. Within this debt category, ZAR 28 billion was provided at market rates, while ZAR 7.6 billion was marked as concessional debt. Market-related debt constituted 46% of the total climate finance tracked. This significant amount of raised debt reflects the confidence and feasibility of climate mitigation projects in South Africa, with a substantial ZAR 27.9 billion invested in clean energy.³⁵

---

²⁹ Cassim et al., 2021. South African Climate Finance Landscape 2020
³⁰ NBI. 2022. Financing South Africa’s Just Transition
³¹ Cassim et al., 2021. South African Climate Finance Landscape 2020
³² Ibid.; Interview with Tlou Ramaru, Department of Forestry Fisheries and Environment, October 17th 2023.
³³ Ibid.
³⁵ Ibid.
Additionally, 23% (ZAR 14.2 billion) of the tracked climate finance was raised as equity. Notably, 95% of this equity was structured as ownership stakes in clean energy projects, with 76% of the funding coming from private sector investors, including commercial entities and corporates, and the remaining 24% originating from public sector DFIs, both local and international.\footnote{ibid.}

Specifically, grants and government budget spending emerge as the mainstay financial instruments for climate adaptation in sectors such as low-carbon transport projects, circular economy initiatives, waste management, and water conservation and demand projects.

\textit{Figure 7 | Traditional Climate Finance Mechanisms Utilised in South Africa}

![Traditional Climate Finance Mechanisms](chart)

\textit{Source: Adapted from Cassim et al., 2020 South African Finance Landscape 2020}

\textbf{Delivery Vehicle}

\textit{Figure 4 provides a clear depiction of the insufficient utilisation of blended finance within the South African climate finance landscape.\footnote{ibid.} This underutilisation is noteworthy given the acknowledged potential of blended finance to stimulate private sector involvement in climate adaptation efforts by helping to unlock greater concessional funding.\footnote{ibid.} Approximately 40% of the required investments by 2030, equivalent to around ZAR 50 billion annually, cannot attain commercial viability without the essential support of blended finance.\footnote{The Presidency Republic of South Africa. 2022. South Africa’s Just Energy Transition Investment Plan 2023-2027.} By utilising concessional funding along with commercial financing, blended finance can attract commercial investments at significantly increased rates, with multipliers ranging from 3 times to as high as 9 times. These multipliers depend on the project’s specific attributes and the concessional funding involved.}

\textit{Figure 8 | Blended Finance Utilisation in South Africa}

![Blended Finance Utilisation in South Africa](chart)
South Africa's National Adaptation Strategy estimates approximately ZAR 300 billion needed by 2030 for adaptation activities.\textsuperscript{61} However, given that adaptation needs are difficult to measure (as noted under Section 2, Climate Budget Tagging), this figure is likely to be substantially higher. Taking the CPIs tracked adaptation finance flows of approximately ZAR 4.3 billion annually between 2017-2018, this accounts for only 1.4% of total adaptation financing needs by 2030.\textsuperscript{62}

Creating governance arrangements that enable greater use of blended instruments, has the potential to unlock additional investment opportunities, particularly in key sectors such as agriculture, water and tourism which often rely on public sector financing.\textsuperscript{63} In 2018, only 10% of adaptation projects received funding through blended finance mechanisms, reflecting a scarcity of blended finance initiatives in South Africa.\textsuperscript{64} While there is currently no estimated need for blended finance, this shortage implies a lack of strong collaboration between the private and public sectors in adopting blended finance approaches, which are particularly essential for investments in social and adaptation endeavours.\textsuperscript{65}

**Challenges in Attracting Investment**

The prevailing financial landscape appears to favour interventions that promise direct profits within a timeframe attractive to investors hence why clean energy projects (mitigation activities) are predominately financed.

However, despite these quantifiable outcomes and the bankability of mitigation-related projects, funding remains insufficient as evidenced by Figure 4 above. Furthermore, the financing required for achieving a net-zero transition faces several limitations, including a lack of alignment with policies and strategies, a perception of high investment risk, inadequate blended financing options, and inconsistencies in green standards.\textsuperscript{66,67,68}

For adaptation projects, these challenges are compounded given the lack of an existing pipeline of bankable adaptation projects, coupled with a lack of clear market benefits and returns.\textsuperscript{69,70} As highlighted, the three principal traditional financial mechanisms employed to finance climate adaptation in South Africa encompass debt (including loans), equity, and grants. Given that a significant portion of this finance comes in the form of loans requiring repayment, the need to demonstrate potential returns on investment becomes imperative.\textsuperscript{71} It’s noteworthy that DFIs and climate funds can offer highly concessional loans and blended finance solutions to accommodate the longer-term and indirect benefits associated with certain adaptation investments.

---

\textsuperscript{61} NBI: 2022. Financing South Africa’s Just Transition.
\textsuperscript{63} Interview with Tlou Ramaru, Department of Forestry Fisheries and Environment, October 17th 2023
\textsuperscript{64} NBI: 2022. Financing South Africa’s Just Transition.
\textsuperscript{65} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{66} Interview with Shameela Soobramoney, National Business Institute, 10 October 2023.
\textsuperscript{67} Cassim et al., 2021. South African Climate Finance Landscape 2020.
\textsuperscript{68} NBI: 2022. Financing South Africa’s Just Transition.
\textsuperscript{69} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{70} Interview with Paul Currie, Development Bank of Southern Africa, 9 October, 2023.
\textsuperscript{71} Interview with Tlou Ramaru, Department of Forestry Fisheries and Environment, October 17th 2023
Section 2 | Financial Sector Developments

To address both climate change and South Africa's development objectives, it will be necessary to undertake a multifaceted approach involving the reallocation of capital, the mobilisation of new financial resources, and the strategic reconfiguration of existing resources. This effort will encompass both public and private sector resources, including blended finance options.

In TIPS's "Financing a Just Transition in South Africa" report, local financial ecosystem players indicate that South Africa has a dynamic and sophisticated local market that could efficiently develop innovative instruments in response to mandatory policy requirements or attractive risk-related return opportunities with minimal external guidance. However, to foster such development, clear government signalling, increased regulatory pressure akin to ESG standards concerning climate finance, and an enabling regulatory and legislative environment are crucial. Direct and indirect financial support measures like de-risking (e.g., loan guarantees and first loss positions), credit enhancements (e.g. risk buy-down schemes, state-backed guarantees, first loss provision, political risk insurance, subordinated debt or the creation of risk pooling facilities), and possibly financial incentives (e.g., tax exemptions, reduced transaction costs and preferential procurement) may be necessary to transition the ecosystem.72

Recent data highlights a need for better climate change funding in South Africa to meet the NDC requirements, with challenges amplifying when aiming for a just transition as per the National Development Plan.73 Projects that have modest just transition goals, corresponding to standard practices, managerial changes, or market-driven scenarios, are more readily financed within the current financial framework than those with more ambitious just transition objectives, which align with structural and transformative changes.76 This suggests that projects with lesser transformative aspirations can be effectively funded by the current financial system, especially if there are only slight innovations in instruments, mechanisms, and transactions. However, to finance projects with a higher transformative vision, aligned with South Africa's JET-IP and NDC, mere adjustments to the existing policy system won't suffice. All these efforts will be in vain without introducing a new set of Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) and an incentive system in the just transition financial ecosystem.75 It’s essential for bankers and fund managers to have incentives to boost the allocation of funds towards just transition initiatives. Moreover, unless institutions consistently report their progress in these investments as a regular part of their operations, no significant shift will occur.76

Thus, green financial sector reforms are relevant to improve financial sector resilience and crowd in private sector climate finance, and account for the “just” benefits needed in South Africa’s transition.77 To achieve this, the government can significantly contribute by fostering an enabling environment, reducing the risk associated with green investments, and removing critical legal and commercial barriers. The section below presents some of the key framing policies and regulations in the climate finance landscape.

2.1. Policy and regulatory landscape overview

In South Africa, sustainable finance initiatives are driven either by government and regulators or industry players. The transformation from a fragmented regulatory landscape to the ‘Twin-Peaks’ model, introduced by the Financial Sector Regulation Act 9 of 2017, has been pivotal. This model, operational since April 2018, established the Prudential Authority within the South African Reserve Bank (SARB) for financial institutions’ stability, and the Financial Sector Conduct Authority for overseeing market conduct. Expected to enhance investor confidence by

73 Ibid.
74 Ibid.
75 Ibid.
76 Ibid.
promoting efficiency, transparency, and accountability, this model could potentially attract more climate-focused investments, although the actual impact on climate finance flows is yet to be determined.78

The implementation of climate-related financial policies and disclosures is introduced on the premise of identifying and managing climate risk stemming from climate change and emissions, targeting financial institutions, regulators, and stakeholders, to enhance financial stability. While this is important, this scope needs to broaden to include wider environmental factors and eventually social and governance matters, aligning with international standards like those from the Financial Stability Board’s Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosure (TCFD).79 Adopting a triple dividend approach to managing risk will contribute to building resilience through 1) Avoiding losses during disasters; 2) Stimulating economic activity through reduced disaster risk; and 3) Development co-benefits from investments. While the first dividend is a common motivation for resilience investment, the latter two are often overlooked.80

2.2. South Africa Carbon Tax and Offset Framework

South Africa’s NDC aims for a "peak, plateau, and decline" in GHG emissions, targeting 398 to 614 million tCO2e emissions from 2025-2035, with a decline post-2036.81 The carbon tax, based on the "polluter pays" principle, aims to reflect the true cost of emissions to the environment and society, supporting NDC commitments and potentially fostering sustainable development.

2.2.1. Carbon Tax

South Africa is the only African country with an operational carbon tax, which was implemented in June 2019.82 This is the only local compliance market in the continent.

During the first phase of the carbon tax (currently ongoing), companies may offset 5% or 10% of their taxable emissions using carbon credits issued by three international standards: namely: the Clean Development Mechanism (CDM), Verified Carbon Standard (VCS), and Gold Standard (GS).83 These offsets must be cancelled in the originating registry before transfer and registration in South Africa’s Carbon Offset Administration System (COAS). This system issues retirement certificates for carbon tax offsets, ensuring accountability and transparency. Specific eligibility criteria must be met, and only offsets derived from projects within South Africa, not benefiting from other government incentives like the Renewable Energy Independent Power Producer Procurement Programme or the energy efficiency tax incentive, are eligible for use.84

The carbon tax started at ZAR 120/tCO2e, increasing annually by 2% plus inflation, and it is expected to be inflation-linked post-2022. As of 2022, the tax rate was R144 (~US$8.9/tCO2e),85 well below international standards (between USD 40 - USD 80).86 This is recommended to reach at least USD 75/tCO2e by 2030 to be effective.87

In 2020, eligible offset credits traded at about 80-85% of the tax rate.88 Phase 1 of the tax, extended till December 31, 2025, introduced transitional tax-free levels and allowances for specific sectors to address competitiveness concerns and impacts on low-income households. The second phase, delayed to post-2025, will continue sizable tax-free allowances and exemptions for some sectors like agriculture, forestry, and waste sectors in addition to Eskom, the state-owned power utility.

---
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The Treasury has recognised the admittedly low carbon price set on the basis of allowing enough time for large emitters to transition to greener technologies.99 However, the National Budget Speech on February 2022 communicated that the carbon tax rate had only been raised to ZAR 144 (approximately USD 8) starting from 1 January 2022, with an annual increase of at least USD 1, eventually reaching USD 20 and aiming to attain at least USD 30 by 2030 and USD 120 beyond 2050.90

The policy implementation delay hinders entities’ incentive to decarbonize, possibly deterring private sector investment due to the lack of a clear regulatory framework. This could also lead to less transparency in carbon emissions management, affecting accountability and progress towards a low-carbon economy. The delay as well as the low effectiveness of the carbon price set may slow down the pace of achieving decarbonization and attracting necessary investments, thereby impacting the realisation of climate objectives and South Africa’s Just Transition. Not to mention the 1.5°C target set by the Paris Climate Agreement; South Africa NDC targets are still insufficient to keep global warming to 2°C.91

2.2.2. Industry Impact

Energy-intensive industries in South Africa oppose the carbon tax, advocating for further financial incentives to ease the transition to renewable energy.92,93 The country’s substantial tax-free thresholds have resulted in a low effective carbon tax rate, a situation expected to continue due to the extension of the carbon tax transition phase to the end of 2025.94 Even so, there has been negative advocacy towards the tax aiming to secure additional tax allowances, reduce tax rates, and extend the implementation timeline. Notably, chemicals firm Sasol and industry associations such as Business Unity South Africa (BUSA), Minerals Council South Africa (MCSA), and the South African Petroleum Industry Association have emerged as formidable adversaries of this tax initiative.95

The extension of the transition phase, along with significant government transfers to carbon-intensive sectors, particularly benefits the state utility monopoly, Eskom, which relies heavily on coal. Eskom now has no financial incentive to transition away from coal as it benefits from an offset from the energy levy and doesn’t expect to pay the carbon tax until 2026, due to the unclear timeline on when it would be subject to the carbon levy.

The revenue from the carbon tax, like other environmental taxes, is not earmarked, providing budgeting flexibility but also creating uncertainty regarding its impact.96 Even so, carbon tax funds can create the fiscal space to hasten the decarbonization process. For example, in the past, some of the revenue from the electricity generation levy was allocated to energy-saving initiatives and road repairs linked to coal transportation for electricity generation. Thus, there is an opportunity to channel revenues collected from this tax towards decarbonisation initiatives.

While approximately 75% of the industry in South Africa expresses support for the development of renewable energy,97 specific sectors persistently emphasise the ongoing role of coal and fossil gas within the energy mix. Notably, the mining industry, with prominent players such as Anglo American, South32, and Exxaro Resources, stands out as a robust advocate for the continued utilisation of coal as an energy source in the country.98

Energy-intensive industries in South Africa are now also exposed to the European Union’s Carbon Border Adjustment Mechanism (CBAM), a central policy instrument within the European Green Deal (EGD) aimed at
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reducing net GHG emissions both within Europe and beyond. It works as a carbon border tax applied to embedded GHG emissions in carbon-intensive products imported into the EU. Currently, the CBAM encompasses sectors such as cement, aluminium, fertilisers, electric energy production, hydrogen, iron and steel, as well as specific precursors (such as input materials like iron ore) and a limited range of downstream products, but its coverage is expected to be expanded. This means that approximately ZAR $2.4 billion of South African exports are immediately at risk, and this figure is expected to rise as CBAM’s coverage expands. The iron and steel (including iron ore) and aluminium industries are particularly susceptible in the short term.\textsuperscript{99} Within this context, businesses may find indirect motivation to proactively shift towards low-carbon energy sources and adjust their manufacturing processes to mitigate the impact of CBAM and similar carbon border taxes on their export performance. A boost in intra-African trade could also be an alternative to compensate for the expected number of exports to the EU at risk.

2.3. South Africa’s Green Finance Taxonomy Project

Under South Africa’s Sustainable Finance Initiative spearheaded by the National Treasury, the Taxonomy Working Group developed the country’s Green Finance Taxonomy\textsuperscript{100}. SA GFT aims to provide several benefits:\textsuperscript{101}

1. Aid the financial sector in making well-informed green investment decisions, aligning them with both international standards and South Africa’s national policies, thus ensuring clarity and certainty.
2. Improve the management of environmental and social performance to mitigate risks within the financial sector.
3. Lower the costs related to labelling and issuing green financial instruments.
4. Unveil substantial investment opportunities in South Africa across a broad array of green and climate-friendly assets.
5. Ease regulatory and supervisory oversight within the financial sector.
6. Serve as a foundation for regulators to align or reference green financial products.

2.3.1. Similarities with EU Taxonomy and Implications

The EU Taxonomy served as a basis for developing the SA GFT, both being science-based systems defining criteria for environmentally sustainable economic activities. Their similarities and differences are outlined in Table \ref{table:similarity_differences}.

Table 3 | Similarities and differences\textsuperscript{103}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Similarities</th>
<th>Differences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Core climate ambition of a net-zero economy by 2050.</td>
<td>SA: allows 5 or 10 years for activities to meet the thresholds within an investment plan. EU: only focuses on current green activities and doesn’t include investment planning.\textsuperscript{104} The EU Taxonomy is intended to boost investment in green projects that are necessary to implement</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


\textsuperscript{100} A Green Finance Taxonomy (GFT) is a classification system defining a core set of assets, projects, activities, and sectors deemed “green” based on national priorities and global best practices. It serves as a tool for investors, issuers, and other financial industry players to assess, monitor, and showcase their green endeavours effectively.

\textsuperscript{101} National Treasury. 2022. South African Green Finance Taxonomy 1st EDITION


\textsuperscript{104} However, it does include two classification categories that refer to the direct or indirect impact on sustainability (enabling activities and transitional activities). ‘Enabling activities’ allow other activities to make a substantial contribution to one or more of the Taxonomy’s objectives while ‘transitional activities’ contribute to mitigation and allow to keep global warming in line with Paris Agreement commitments.

The high degree of similarity between the criteria specified at the level of individual economic activities in the EU and SA GFT could ultimately help foster seamless green financial flows between the EU and SA. However, there is a lack of formal recognition of SA GFT by the EU. Achieving formal recognition from the EU Commission and negotiating its acceptance by the South African government would be an ideal step to foster the wider acknowledgement and utilisation of the GFT.

2.3.2. Case Studies

With the introduction of SA GFT, a strategic focus has emerged on its assimilation within the financial market landscape. This integration is being driven through efforts to boost market awareness and the release of case studies. These case studies, along with accessible knowledge products, are expected to enhance comprehension of the taxonomy’s practical applications. The main insights from two of them are presented in tables 4 and 5 below. Key South African regulators, particularly the Prudential Authority and the Financial Sector Conduct Authority, are poised to offer essential guidance and undertake evaluations that will provide insightful inputs, shaping the development of upcoming regulatory instruments.

Table 4 | Case Study Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Study</th>
<th>Embedding the Green Finance Taxonomy into Sustainable Finance Frameworks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Participants</td>
<td>Commercial banks; industry; market exchanges; debt investors; municipalities.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Results | ● **Context:** There is an increasing trend among thematic debt issuers to establish sustainable issuance and finance frameworks to guide their investment and financing activities. These frameworks are designed to align with the issuer’s objectives, priorities, and market requirements, with a particular focus on ESG performance criteria. There is a growing emphasis on external taxonomies set by international standards and principles.  
● The study distinguished between the SA GFT as a definitional tool and broader frameworks that govern the entire transactional process. The SA GFT primarily focuses on identifying and selecting project types, eligibility criteria, and environmental and social risk management for financial instruments, primarily bonds. Implementing the SA GFT is noted to impose more stringent technical performance requirements compared to general practices.  
● To achieve GFT alignment, issuers need to adhere to three key principles: Making a Significant  
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**Table 5 | Case Study Results**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Study</th>
<th>Embedding the Green Finance Taxonomy into Asset Management Investment Decision-Making</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Participants</td>
<td>Asset managers; private equity investors; fund managers; venture capitalists; securities exchanges; listed companies; financial instrument issuers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Results</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● The study revealed significant challenges in <strong>aligning assets with taxonomic requirements</strong> in the context of <strong>Do No Significant Harm (DNSH)</strong> reviews. No tested assets achieved full taxonomic alignment, with most only partially aligned due to data gaps, particularly related to environmental and social impact and performance. These data gaps hindered the ability to demonstrate compliance with DNSH criteria, posing risks to informed decision-making and risk management. The study emphasised the importance of addressing data issues and building readiness for assessment and decision-making.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>● The findings underscored the need for <strong>improved data availability</strong> and <strong>alignment readiness</strong> to effectively implement the SA GFT and enhance ESG management in the financial sector.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>● The SA GFT pressures organisational reporting by requiring <strong>detailed economic activity-level data collection</strong>. This poses a challenge for investments such as listed equity and general listed debt (excluding use of proceeds), which typically lack granularity. Without upfront disclosure of such data from investees, asset managers would need to conduct an additional taxonomic alignment assessment. In the absence of regulatory mandates, the pressure for investees should come from <strong>within the market</strong>. If investors exert this pressure through more detailed and effective ESG engagement, it is likely to prompt a shift in how listed organisations report.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>● <strong>Recommendations</strong> for addressing these challenges fell into two categories:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>○ <strong>Easy-to-implement solutions</strong>: eligibility screening to assess taxonomic requirements; taxonomic alignment readiness reviews; data gap analysis; due diligence integration with existing standards; involvement during the project design phase; and internal capacity building for sustainability teams.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>○ <strong>Transformational change interventions</strong>: increased resource capacity for sustainability teams; pressure on organisational reporting to meet taxonomic requirements; consideration of materiality thresholds; and reporting and strategy integration.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 2.3.3. Industry Impact

According to Intellindex (2022), the challenge associated with the SA GFT lies in the potential for unintended consequences. The report highlights the outcome of interviews with industry stakeholders:

- **Financiers** have expressed frustration with the taxonomy’s one-size-fits-all approach to green projects, which fails to account for the unique conditions in South Africa.
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• **Issuers**, on the other hand, have expressed caution regarding the reputational risks associated with labelling instruments as green or aligned with the taxonomy, citing the complexity of the taxonomy and concerns related to the DNSH requirements.

• **Asset managers** have described the disclosure process as cumbersome and of questionable importance, emphasising that the taxonomy remains more theoretical than practically implementable.

Moreover, **certification requirements** introduce added complexity and cost to green finance instruments, with some interviewees highlighting that an accumulation of standards could hinder the country’s ability to achieve desired outcomes. The **EU GFT is also perceived as a hindrance** for similar reasons, as the reporting requirements may prevent several capital sources from participating in funding transition projects.

### 2.3.4. Adoption Challenges

The SA GFT was meant to create a shared language for financial markets, enhance transparency in sustainable investments, and combat greenwashing. However, a study conducted by the German Institute of Development and Sustainability (IDOS) identified key challenges to its adoption. These challenges include **usability, governance, fossil path dependencies, and its relationship with the EU taxonomy.**

- **Governance:** the GFT was introduced as a voluntary tool, facing competition from multiple parallel classification systems, leading to potential slowdowns in its implementation. To address this, IDOS recommended sending clear signals to stakeholders assuring them that the taxonomy will genuinely establish a shared financial market language, while also encouraging policymakers to engage in international forums to exchange best implementation practices. In this sense, the lack of formal recognition of SA GFT by the EU is not advantageous, and it would be highly beneficial if the EU Commission and the South African government could officially acknowledge the GFT.

- **Usability:** adopting the GFT requires expertise and often involves costs. The complexity of taxonomies should not be oversimplified; instead, knowledgeable stakeholders can provide guidance, training, and support to users.

- **Fossil path dependencies:** the financial sector remains heavily invested in carbon-intensive industries. To make a meaningful contribution, the GFT needs to be part of a comprehensive policy package aimed at transitioning to cleaner energy sources. While the GFT may not single-handedly redirect capital flows to support a just transition, it could increase funding for climate mitigation and adaptation projects.

Despite these challenges, the GFT has the potential to play a crucial role in providing clarity and certainty for green investments, reducing financial sector risks, cutting costs associated with green financial instruments, and serving as a reference for regulators in aligning with green financial products.

### 2.4. Climate Budget Tagging in South Africa

**Climate Budget Tagging (CBT) in South Africa**, initiated in 2020 with World Bank funding, tracks government spending on climate change adaptation and mitigation. It aims to:

I. Align budget and policy with climate concerns;
II. Enhance the effectiveness of climate-related choices; and
III. Establish accountability for climate responsibilities and reporting.

Driven by the National Treasury’s interest in evaluating public spending efficiency, this initiative also explores the comparative value of achieving climate goals versus routine developmental benefits.
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One of the key challenges in developing the budget tagging exercise has been the lack of government spending data. This has made it difficult to track spending over time, and it has also made it difficult to compare spending across different departments and agencies. Moreover, the lack of data measuring the impacts of climate change has made it difficult to assess the effectiveness of adaptation spending. It has also made it difficult to prioritise adaptation investments.

The system is planned for implementation across all government levels and selected public entities. A recent CBT pilot by the National Treasury across 11 sites at national, provincial, and local levels will inform a framework for tracking climate-relevant public expenditure. Additionally, capacity assessments and stress testing are being conducted to gauge system readiness, human capability, and support needs for integrating CBT into the Public Financial Management (PFM) system.

Current fiscal policy lacks sufficient support for environmental sustainability in government initiatives. Extending CBT initiatives across the entire budget is crucial to better address climate adaptation challenges by identifying areas for increased or redirected government spending and building an evidence base through data collection. There's a notable need for improved assessment and monitoring of climate-focused projects, distribution of transfers to State-Owned Enterprises (SOEs) and provinces, and advancements in green procurement.

---


Section 3 | Public sector climate finance

This section outlines the instruments and financial flows within the public sector space, and the key actors involved and their respective roles.

Between 2017-2018, public finance entities collectively committed an average annual amount of approximately ZAR 22 billion, representing a quarter of the total climate finance recorded. Table 6 below provides an overview of the existing financial mechanisms in South Africa, some of which are currently underutilized. To enhance their utilisation, it is essential to improve coordination, bolster capacity, simplify procedures, and establish a conducive environment for private sector participation.

Table 6 | Table of existing funding in South Africa and utilisation of financial mechanisms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actor</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Preferred financial instruments</th>
<th>Current funding and utilisation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Government agencies and funds</td>
<td>National Treasury National departments Municipalities</td>
<td>Grant, concessional loans, guarantees, equity investments, tax incentives/subsidies, bonds, public-private partnerships (PPPs)</td>
<td>Resilience premiums tend to be integrated within the budgets of different local government departments, and the adaptation ‘additionality’ cost is not captured. <strong>National Treasury: allocates grants</strong> for disaster relief and reconstruction, but lacks grants for risk mitigation, leading to insufficient funding for adaptation efforts across government departments. <strong>National departments:</strong> Finance, primarily channelled through national departments, often diminishes by the time it reaches local governments due to intergovernmental transfers like <strong>conditional grants.</strong> <strong>Municipalities:</strong> while municipalities have the option of green bonds for adaptation activities, financial distress in 174 out of 278 municipalities in South Africa significantly hampers debt finance raising efforts, with only Cape Town’s bond specifically targeting adaptation. Overall, there is a lack of tax incentives, subsidies and an enabling business environment for crowding in the private sector.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development Finance Institutions (DFIs)</td>
<td>National Bilateral Multilateral</td>
<td>Debt, equity or mezzanine finance and guarantees and political risk insurance.</td>
<td><strong>Underutilised:</strong> regional coordination and strategies to crowd in adaptation finance. Regional funds/insurance mechanisms can help diversify risk while providing scale for investors. E.g., the Southern African Power Pool is an example that can be used.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climate Funds</td>
<td>Green Climate Fund Global Environment Facility Adaptation Fund</td>
<td>Grants, concessional loans, guarantees and equity.</td>
<td>Currently utilised at a national level. Highly concessional loans and/or blended finance are used to crowd in additional investment for scale. Lack of project funding at the sub-national level. There is an opportunity for “grouping” municipal projects for scale.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Author based on footnote sources
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3.1. Key public-sector stakeholders and initiatives

Climate finance across South Africa stems from various sources and is not always earmarked as climate finance given the climate budgeting tagging process is complex and ongoing. The primary funding for climate change activities in South Africa is via the national budget through the Medium-Term Expenditure Framework (MTEF), including the support for research activities that contribute towards resilience. The other principal sources of public finance are public intermediaries and include the Global Environment Facility (GEF), Development Finance Institutions (World Bank, AfDB, and the DBSA), and official Development Institutions such as the Climate Fund, the GF, the GCF and the AF.

The key roles played by these actors and significant developments in the climate finance landscape in the public sector are outlined below.

3.1.1. Government

Nationally, South Africa employs various financial mechanisms, notably the Green Fund and Green Bonds, to support climate change adaptation efforts. The Green Fund directly finances projects promoting sustainable development, while Green Bonds are used to raise capital for environmentally beneficial endeavours, including those related to climate adaptation.

The South African Green Fund, established in collaboration with the DBSA, mobilises resources for green projects contributing to a low-carbon, climate-resilient economy. The DBSA manages the fund, implementing investment strategies, project evaluations, and monitoring. Additionally, the DBSA offers technical expertise, financial management, and project development support, maximising the Green Fund’s impact.

Green bonds, aligned with corporate social responsibility, provide opportunities for investments in green and climate initiatives. In 2017, the City of Cape Town (CoCT) issued a $1 billion green bond (approximately ZAR 13 billion) for water and sanitation projects, enhancing infrastructure and sanitation access. Johannesburg introduced a municipal “Green Bond” valued at ZAR 1.5 billion (approximately US$143 million) for climate change mitigation and resource management.108,109 South Africa should explore the issuance of green bonds to finance adaptation activities.

The Technical Handbook on the Issuance of Sustainable Municipal Bonds, launched in 2022, supports decision-making regarding bonds. South Africa should leverage this instrument for funding adaptation activities and consider establishing or strengthening a national climate fund to support adaptation projects. A transparent, accessible, and well-governed fund can encourage its utilisation.

The key public sector actors that help to drive and shape the flow of climate finance in South Africa are outlined in Annex 3.

3.1.2. DFIs and Climate Funds

Development finance institutions (DFIs) like the Development Bank of Southern Africa (DBSA) and others are crucial for promoting climate-resilient development, notably by strengthening infrastructure, innovating financing mechanisms, adopting sustainable technologies, and spurring economic growth through enterprise development and job creation. Additionally, they enhance technical expertise and foster knowledge-sharing, mobilising proactive climate measures across regional, provincial, and local levels.110

DFIs and climate funds provide concessional loans and/or blended finance for long-term adaptation investments. Climate funds, from various international and regional entities, complement domestic resources to bridge the climate action financing gap in South Africa, covering a range of projects from infrastructure resilience to community climate resilience enhancement. They can also attract additional financing by reducing investment risks


and encouraging private sector involvement. While South Africa has accessed funds from entities like the GCF, AF, and GEF, the complex and time-consuming process of accessing and utilising these funds can limit the number of projects submitted for funding.

Less than 10% of international public climate finance from international climate funds reaches the local level. Multilateral entities and national governments manage most climate finance, with only a small portion channelled to the local level. For example, the Green Climate Fund (GCF) has a complex incremental cost approach to financing climate adaptation, which acts as a barrier to local access. This perpetuates existing inequalities within the country.

Furthermore, in accordance with Ebrahim (2018), data from Climate Funds Update reveals that South Africa received ~ZAR 5.9 billion multinational support from 2007 to 2017. However, only ~ZAR 1.83 billion, equivalent to 31% of the allocated funds, was effectively disbursed. This disbursement rate underscores the persistent and substantial hurdles related to project implementation, hindering the prompt allocation of financial resources.

Strengthening institutional capacities and streamlining procedures can enhance the utilisation of this available financing mechanism.

3.1.2. Multilateral and Regional Collaboration

South Africa has partnered with multilateral and regional development banks like the World Bank, African Development Bank, and DBSA for climate finance. In 2021, DBSA, through a private arrangement with the French Development Agency, initiated a green bond mobilising EUR 200 million (approximately ZAR 3.5 billion) for climate adaptation in South Africa. DBSA also offers advisory, investment, and implementation support to access climate funds. DBSA plays a crucial role in facilitating climate finance access and allocation, like its involvement with the GCF. These banks provide technical assistance and help develop feasibility studies for investment justification.

Recently, the International Partners Group (IPG) pledged around US$8.5 billion (approximately ZAR 163 billion exchange rate dependent), over 2023-2027 to support South Africa’s decarbonization efforts, targeting energy, green hydrogen, and electric vehicles sectors. A significant focus has been on aiding Eskom to transition from coal-fired power stations and enhancing the transmission and distribution networks. This partnership aims to accelerate the decarbonization of the electricity system, ensuring a just transition for vulnerable workers and communities.

However, there have been concerns raised regarding the terms and conditions of funding and their impact on the fiscal space. Substantial inflows in the form of loans (even at 0% interest), or deals requiring government guarantees, will decrease domestic fiscal space. However, substantial grants from IFIs can expand the fiscal space, especially if they catalyse higher GDP growth, resulting in increased taxation revenue.

Substantial grants from International Financial Institutions (IFIs) can broaden fiscal space, potentially catalysing GDP growth and increasing tax revenue. Further fiscal expansion could occur if government-financed social or economic diversification projects are funded by separate IFI grant monies instead.

3.1.3. Civil Society Organisations

Civil Society Organisations (CSOs) play a multifaceted role in climate finance, encompassing advocacy, monitoring, capacity building, stakeholder engagement, research, climate justice, project implementation, and public education. Their efforts contribute to the effective allocation and utilisation of climate finance resources and help South Africa address the challenges posed by climate change.

Considering South Africa’s emphasis on a “Just Transition”, a number of campaigns and coalitions have been launched with the objective of making sure that civil society is included throughout the process.
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## Table 7 | List of NGOs-CSOs initiatives and projects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Partners/members</th>
<th>About</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Climate Ambition to Accountability Project (CAAP)&lt;sup&gt;24&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>WWF South Africa (project lead); South African Climate Action Network (SACAN) and Institute for Economic Justice (IEJ) [implementing partners]; funding from the European Union as part of its Climate Change Champions programme.</td>
<td>The Climate Ambition to Accountability Project (CAAP) has been launched with the goal of strengthening civil society engagement in South Africa’s climate governance. The CAAP focuses on three main objectives: building a robust cross-sectoral civil society network to bolster climate ambition, implementation, and accountability, nurturing a group of youth climate champions through various training initiatives; and promoting the integration of gender, climate equity, and rights-based perspectives into national climate policies, encompassing both mitigation and adaptation efforts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life After Coal&lt;sup&gt;26&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Joint campaign by Earthlife Africa, groundWork, and the Centre for Environmental Rights.</td>
<td>The Life After Coal/Impilo Ngaphandle Kwamalahle campaign, launched in 2016 by Earthlife Africa Johannesburg, groundWork, and the Centre for Environmental Rights, aims to dissuade new investments in coal-fired power and mines, expedite the phase-out of South Africa’s coal infrastructure, and facilitate a fair transition to renewable energy systems.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Author based on footnote sources

CSOs are crucial in the just energy transition, but they face challenges like limited funding and difficulties in engaging with resistant policymakers.<sup>27</sup> Yet, the government’s acknowledgement of the need for a just transition and opportunities for partnerships with the private sector and international organisations create an enabling environment for civil society to have a more impactful role in advocating for change in the energy sector.

The PCC has sought civil society input in developing the Just Transition Framework, addressing issues like jobs, local economies, skills, and governance.<sup>28</sup> In June 2022, the COP26 Presidency released an updated report outlining the next steps for the JETP. However, concerns about limited information and input opportunities had been previously raised in a February 2022 letter from the Centre for Environmental Rights, the Life After Coal Campaign, and the Fair Finance Southern Africa Coalition to the Presidential Climate Finance and Technical Team (PCFTT). The letter highlighted the complexity of South Africa’s energy sector, including social and ecological issues, and questioned how the JETP would address them.<sup>29,30</sup> A follow up letter published in September 2022, requesting commitment from the Presidency and the PCFTT for transparency in the negotiation process, including disclosing any obligations and conditions proposed for South Africa in agreements with the IPG and other institutions participating in the Just Energy Transition Partnership (JETP) or other climate finance deals.<sup>31</sup>
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The lack of transparency has raised concerns and distrust between civil society and the government, exacerbated by differing views on renewables and fossil fuels. GroundWork also released a report in 2022 which highlighted some of the other concerns of civil society regarding the Just Transition Process. These include:

- **Civil society voices strong opposition to the misinformation campaigns orchestrated by Big Oil.** They condemn these campaigns for contributing to a climate of bad politics and hampering progress towards achieving a just transition.
- **Civil society acknowledges the PCCs work and its role in advancing the just transition agenda. Nevertheless, they emphasise the imperative of greater community and worker engagement within the PCC’s process.**
- **Concerns arise around contrasting visions for the just transition.** Major business forums, particularly the National Business Initiative (NBI), advocate for an expanded power system centred on privatised renewables and green technologies, often framed as ecological modernization. Civil society remains cautious, suspecting that this vision may perpetuate existing power structures, sidelining justice considerations.
- **The report delves into discussions about climate finance, particularly the Just Energy Transition Partnership (JETP) and the Just Energy Transition Investment Plan (JET IP). It highlights anxieties about diminishing JETP contributions and broader climate finance issues.**
- **Civil society underscores the pivotal role of government in facilitating the just transition. However, they express concerns about the government’s close ties to capital, corruption, and its inability to tackle pressing energy and economic crises.** They stress the need for open democracy and a reevaluation of existing power structures.

In conclusion, civil society acknowledges the urgency of a just transition while recognising the multifaceted challenges posed by environmental, economic, and political complexities. They emphasise the imperative of democratic decision-making and active community engagement to ensure the realisation of a fair and sustainable transition.
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3.2. SWOT assessment of public sector finance

By identifying the strengths and weaknesses, such as efficient resource mobilisation or bureaucratic hurdles, we can better leverage available financial resources. Simultaneously, recognizing opportunities, like innovative financing mechanisms or global partnerships, enables us to maximise the impact of public climate finance. Furthermore, by acknowledging potential threats, such as policy shifts or fiscal constraints, we can proactively address challenges to ensure the continued effectiveness of climate finance initiatives in combating one of the most pressing global issues of our time. Thus, Box 1 presents a summary of public climate finance via a Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats (SWOT) matrix.

Box 1 | SWOT assessment of public climate finance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strength - positive internal factors</th>
<th>Weakness - limiting internal constraints</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Establishment of South Africa's Green fund to mobilise resources for projects contributing to a low-carbon, climate-resilient economy.</td>
<td>Public sector fiscal constraints from budgetary limitations, hindering the execution of climate-related projects. 134, 135, 136, 137, 138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Issuances of green bonds at municipal level - CoCT US$1 billion green bond for water and sanitation projects, and Johannesburg ZAR 1.5 billion (approximately US$143 million) green bond for climate change mitigation and resource management</td>
<td>Bureaucratic obstacles and excessive paperwork impede decision-making processes. Further, inadequate coordination between commercial banks, DFIs and government agencies hampers project initiation and causes delays.139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBSA's crucial role in facilitating climate finance access and allocation from IFIs.</td>
<td>Shortage of skilled personnel and technical expertise coupled with limited information on accessing financing for low-carbon projects complicates implementation.140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPG pledged support towards South Africa's decarbonization efforts</td>
<td>Outdated or restrictive policies and regulations hinder innovation and the adoption of climate-related projects. The NBI posits that funding for the net-zero transition is limited by lack of policy and strategic alignment, high perceived investment risk, limited shovel-ready project pipeline, insufficient blended finance, and inconsistent green standards.141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civil society is active in South Africa with strong networks and knowledge on climate change issues.</td>
<td>Both the public and private finance sectors face capacity and knowledge limitations, impacting the implementation of climate-related projects. These projects demand a high level of transparency and accountability, which may be lacking.142</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Opportunities - positive external developments</th>
<th>Threats - external threats and barriers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Enhancing local institutions' ability to develop viable projects can improve fund access and management.</td>
<td>Lack of a dedicated national climate fund to support adaptation initiatives and enhance the transparency, accessibility, and governance of such funds.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implementing clear and supportive policy frameworks can incentivize investments in climate change projects, for example offering tax incentives for Green Bond issuance and expediting approval processes for Green Fund projects. Policy should aim to stimulate private</td>
<td>Adaptation projects have smaller investment sizes compared to mitigation and other investments, resulting in higher due diligence and transaction costs as a proportion of overall project costs. This is a deterrent for investors.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

139 Ibid.
140 Ibid.
141 Ibid.
142 Ibid.
capital from private equity and venture capital, attracting greater levels of finance available to state entities.

- Promoting public-private partnerships (PPPs) can attract additional financing for adaptation projects, combining public oversight with private-sector efficiency.
- Ensuring transparency and accountability in climate fund utilisation is crucial, achieved through regular audits and public reporting.
- **Raising awareness among potential investors about sustainable investment** opportunities in climate change can attract more funding, possibly through marketing campaigns or showcasing successful projects.
- **Enhanced coordination and partnerships** among government agencies and climate stakeholders in the region (e.g., multilateral, and regional development banks) can facilitate larger-scale identification, financing, and implementation of adaptation initiatives. For example, the DBSA's green bond initiative with the AFD in 2021 illustrates the potential for mobilising funds to finance climate change adaptation in the country.

Source: Author

- The EU's CBAM which will have a negative impact on industry, labour and exports in South Africa
- Power dynamics and political tension (hidden and invisible) between (and amongst) government, the private sector and civil society.
Section 4 | Private sector climate finance

Private sector climate finance entails the allocation of financial resources by private individuals and companies, free from state control. The South African Climate Finance Landscape 2020 (2021) reports that, in the years 2017 and 2018, private actors contributed an average of ZAR 35.3 billion annually (57% of the total climate finance) towards climate mitigation sectors, encompassing clean energy, energy efficiency, and demand-side management. It is sustained that the prospect of substantial profits, reduced technical and project risks, along with declining technology costs, has consistently drawn financial players to South Africa’s clean energy sector.144

Among these private climate investors, commercial actors, which include non-state-controlled financial entities such as banks, institutional investors, fund managers, and venture capital investors, took the lead with a contribution of ZAR 19.3 billion.145 Notably, all their investments were channelled into the clean energy sector. The remaining 45% of tracked private sector investments in this context were attributed to corporations, philanthropists/donors, non-governmental organisations (NGOs), and households.146

The exclusive allocation of private sector investment to clean energy, energy efficiency, and demand-side management sectors in South Africa suggests that investors may either view other climate sectors as economically unviable or lack the necessary knowledge and tools for correctly identifying and categorising climate-related investments. While sectors like water conservation and the circular economy still heavily rely on public and philanthropic capital, areas like agriculture and food production present well-established business cases, making them ripe for investment. Once again, these findings underscore the urgent need for improved tools and capacity building for private sector investors.

The subsections below introduce the key private-sector stakeholders and climate finance related initiatives scoped in our research, delve into sustainable bonds as feasible instruments to access CF, the context and challenges in the Just Transition, and a final SWOT assessment for the private sector climate finance in South Africa. Where information was available, we introduced industry perspectives on the issues discussed.

4.1. Key private-sector stakeholders and initiatives

This subsection introduces the key private-sector stakeholders and climate finance related initiatives scoped in our research. We grouped stakeholders in three: Banking Sector: Commercial and Development Banks and Microfinance Institutions (MFIs); Institutional Investors: Pension Funds, Insurance Companies, and Endowment Funds; and Private Equity Investors: Angel Investors, Venture Capital Funds and Private Equity Funds.

4.1.1. Banking Sector: Commercial and Development Banks and Microfinance Institutions (MFIs)

Table 8 | Table of Banking sector investors

| Sector Overview | Globally, there is a growing preference for utilising bonds and loans as a primary avenue to secure sustainable funding. However, this preference is contingent upon adhering to specific criteria for classification and ensuring the responsible allocation of funds to maintain credibility.148 Members of Banking Association South Africa (BASA) have successfully issued green bonds worth over ZAR 18 billion for renewable energy projects and have established green credit lines. Nevertheless, there is currently limited transparency in publicly disclosing the terms and impact of distributed funds. As per SA GFF, there is currently no mandatory obligation for bond issuers, borrowers, investors, or lenders/financiers to disclose their alignment with taxonomy criteria. It is only advised for both green |

---

144 Cassim et al, 2021. South African Climate Finance Landscape 2020
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The IFC, a member of the World Bank Group, has teamed up with Nedbank Limited—Africa’s first carbon-neutral bank—to boost funding for renewable energy projects. They aim to support South Africa’s transition to cleaner energy sources, reduce GHG emissions, and create jobs in the renewable energy sector. IFC will provide Nedbank Limited with a loan of up to ~ZAR 3.2 billion (US$200 million) to expand its green finance operations and finance renewable energy projects. This partnership aligns with IFC’s broader goal of developing South Africa’s climate finance market and supporting the government’s plan to shift towards a lower carbon economy.150

The IFC has also announced Africa’s first certified green loan, which has been provided to Absa Bank Ltd. This loan, totaling up to ~ZAR 2.4 billion (US$150 million), will support renewable energy projects in South Africa. It’s the first certified loan in Africa complying with Green Loan Principles, promoting transparency in Absa’s green project financing, and potentially serving as encouragement for other banks to follow suit. IFC will also provide guidance to help Absa develop a framework for green, social, and sustainable bonds and loans.151

In 2017, the Rand Merchant Bank collaborated with KfW Development Bank to set up the FIRST (Facility for Investment in Renewable Small Transactions) fund. In total, ZAR 1.3 billion was pledged to the fund which aims to finance projects requiring greater than ZAR 50 million in support and has currently invested in solar, biogas, hydro, and energy efficiency projects, with a view to expanding this to wind energy and renewable energy projects integrated with energy storage.152

The First National Bank of South Africa has also set up the Business ecoEnergy Loan aimed at improving energy efficiency in established businesses, with a maximum loan value of ZAR 1 million.153 The fund also has an Alternative Energy Solutions loan of up to ZAR 50 million to help established energy companies expand their green operation.154

Investec has concluded several initiatives concerning climate finance. They have previously issued two ZAR 9 billion (USD 600 million) sustainability-linked loans as well as a ZAR 15 billion (USD 1 billion) Green Bond. The company also adheres to emissions reporting initiatives and has reported to the Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP) since 2009 and the Task Force on Climate-Related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) since 2019. Furthermore, the company is a member of the Net Zero Banking Alliance (NZBA), the UNEP Finance Initiative (UNFI), among others.155

The Standard Bank Group has set ambitious targets of mobilising between ZAR 250-300 billion in sustainable finance by 2026 and aims to provide up to 3 times more finance for renewable energy as opposed to fossil fuels by the end of 2024. The group has also issued green and sustainable bonds. Moreover, the bank has produced a climate policy document identifying sectoral targets for climate

- First National Bank
- Standard Bank Group
- Absa Bank
- Nedbank
- Rand Merchant Bank
- Investec

Initiatives around climate finance

Bond issuers and green loan financiers to consider implementing a verification process to confirm the “green credentials”, such as the Green Bond Principles (GBP), of their respective transactions or offerings. Mobilisation in the banking sector for climate finance has been best evidenced to date by the REI4P project. However, there remains a large gap in JET financing. In order for this to occur, more investments need to be passed off to institutional investors in the form of green bonds, beyond what has even been issued to date149.
4.1.2. Institutional Investors: Pension Funds, Insurance Companies, and Endowment Funds

Table 9 | Table of Institutional Investors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sector Overview</th>
<th>Key actors</th>
<th>Initiatives around climate finance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pension funds form a large part of long-term investment in South Africa, being more than 5000 total funds in the country who collectively control assets worth 110% of GDP. On the whole, they have, as of 2021, invested ZAR 4.4 billion into renewable energy, urban development and regeneration, water, agriculture, roads, and student accommodation. Insurance Companies also make up a substantial number of long-term investments made in South Africa with the life insurance industry alone holding more than ZAR 3.5 trillion. There is also reason to be hopeful that climate investments will increase into the future, with 30% of life insurance CEOs planning to spend &gt;10% of their revenue in efforts to become more sustainable.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| | • Government Employees Pension Fund (GEPF)  
• Eskom Pension and Provident Fund (EPPF)  
• University Endowment Funds  
• Johannesburg Stock Exchange (JSE)  
• South African Insurance Association (SAIA)  
• Old Mutual Investments  
• Africa Risk Capacity (ARC) Ltd (members of the Net Zero Asset Owners Alliance) |
| | The GEPF is South Africa's largest pension fund and holds assets worth more than ZAR 1.61 trillion. The Isibaya Fund, which manages the GEPF assets, holds the Developmental Infrastructure Investments South Africa Portfolio, which invests in, among other areas, environmental infrastructure that aims to mitigate climate change. The portfolio contains investments in renewable energy, clean technology, recycling, and practices that positively augment energy efficiency. The EPPF has recently announced its membership of the Net-Zero Asset Owner Alliance (NZAOA) formed by the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP). In addition, the EPPF has provided start-up capital for the green private equity firm Revogo. In the non-life insurance industry, the SAIA follows the Principles for Sustainable Insurance Initiative set up by UNEP and has created various partnerships related to mitigation and adaptation to climate change, among which is the Partnership for Risk & Resilience (P4RR). This partnership has until now invested more than ZAR 100 million in helping 82 municipalities respond to the risks posed by natural disasters such as fires and floods. The purpose of the program is to emphasise the importance of early warning systems and risk management. |

---
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4.1.3. Private Equity Investors: Angel Investors, Venture Capital Funds and Private Equity Funds

Table 10 | Table of Private Equity Investors

| Sector Overview | The venture capital industry in South Africa is quite small and nascent. As of 2021, only ZAR 206 billion was held under management by private equity firms in South Africa. This results in very limited funds available to invest ‘at-risk’ in early-stage projects or companies. However, there are a number of funds that aim to provide investments for small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) whilst recognising the need for environmental sustainability. The non-exhaustive list below details some of the funds/initiatives that are in place.

| Key actors | Many private equity firms in South Africa are taking an active approach to impact investing, with almost half of firms included in a 2022 survey indicating that they have an impact mandate. In addition, only 6% of surveyed firms do not consider ESG when making investment decisions. However, this may also prove to be a drawback for providing transition investments if their mandate excludes them from investing in fossil fuel companies or related projects.

- African Infrastructure Investment Managers (AIIM)
- Business Partners Limited
- Revego Energy
- Metier
- Terrain
- Infra Impact
- Broadreach Energy

Other funds indirectly supporting green initiatives or supporting them at a smaller scale:

---

4Old Mutual. 2022. Asset owner responsible investment climate change action statement. Available: https://www.oldmutual.co.za/v3/assets/blt566c98aeecc1c18b/blt20af19a1d96c7186e82f14ae93e3a07fbc2815179/Asset_Owner_Responsibile_Investment_Climate Change_Action_Statement.pdf Accessed October 2023


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Initiatives around climate finance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>AIIM</strong> has provided vast funds to renewable energy projects in South Africa, including much of the ZAR 22.8 billion IDEAS Fund which has been used to invest in many large-scale wind and solar farms, in addition to hydroelectric and thermal energy projects. Furthermore, the ZAR 842 million APOLLO Investment Partnership was utilised to acquire interest in a 139 MW wind farm in the country. The company is also a member of the Africa Solar Industry Association (AFSIA), Global Impact Investing Network (GIIN), South African Photovoltaic Industry Association (SAPVIA), and the South African Wind Energy Association (SAWEA).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Business Partners Limited</strong> is an investment company that provides dedicated finance to small businesses of between ZAR 500k-ZAR 50m. There are also some specialist funds for climate-related projects, with the company offering loans specifically under a ‘Green Buildings Finance Programme’, and under an ‘Energy Fund for SMEs’ (of which the loans offering range for the latter is ZAR 250 thousand - ZAR 2 million).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Revego Africa Energy Limited</strong> - a South African based private equity fund - has been formed as a partnership between Investec Bank Limited, UK Climate Investments (UKCI) and the Eskom Pension and Provident Fund (EPPF) to set up the <strong>Revego Energy Fund</strong>, with a fund size of ZAR 2 billion. It is one of the first renewable energy focused funds on the continent and whilst its current portfolio solely consists of solar and wind projects, it also aims to provide equity to biomass and hydro projects as well, across generation, transmission, and distribution. The fund is committed to delivering SDGs 7,8,9,10, and 13 and is also a signatory of the UN Principles of Responsible Investment (PRI). The PRI is also partnered to the UNEP FI and the Net Zero Asset Managers Initiative (NZAM).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The sustainable capital practice operated by <strong>Metier</strong> currently controls assets worth ZAR 1.4 billion and has invested in several projects covering renewable energy in South Africa, in addition to a company that aims to achieve sustainable waste management and is also looking to invest in energy efficiency and water management in the future. The practice is a signatory of the 2X Challenge and the Dutch Entrepreneurial Development Bank’s (FMO) Green Label Framework. The fund also subscribes to the PRI.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Terrain</strong> bridges the gap between investors and agribusinesses in the SADC and looks to integrate technological practices into their investment projects to mitigate against and even reverse environmental damages. The fund also subscribes to the PRI.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Infra Impact’s</strong> Mid-Market Infrastructure Fund has a total target fund size of ZAR 1.5 billion and aims to invest in clean energy, waste management, water and sanitation, and telecommunications with a primary objective of reducing CO2 emissions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Broadreach Energy</strong> provides renewable energy financial solutions in Southern Africa and currently have more than 100 operational projects providing 1.48 Gwh of energy per month.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.2 ESG Reporting in South Africa

**SA GFT** is a key step towards embedding Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) considerations in the financial sector. It aligns with global standards while addressing national priorities. Taxonomy and ESG reporting reinforce each other. The former provides clear guidelines enhancing reporting consistency, while ESG reporting offers data that can refine the taxonomy. This synergy promotes a sustainable financial sector in South Africa, aligning financial practices with broader environmental and societal goals.

---


In South Africa, the prominence of ESG reporting has been growing, underpinned by a strong regulatory framework led by the King Reports, particularly King IV which focuses on Corporate Governance for South Africa, advocating for integrated reporting encompassing ESG practices.\textsuperscript{183} The Johannesburg Stock Exchange (JSE) mandates listed companies to annually produce an integrated report, aligned with the King IV, positioning South Africa as a forerunner in intertwining financial and ESG reporting.\textsuperscript{184} This progressive stance towards ESG reporting reflects a broader recognition of the importance of sustainability and responsible business practices among South African companies and regulatory bodies.

**Despite the progressive regulatory framework, challenges remain.** The quality and consistency of ESG reporting vary among companies. Some firms may view ESG reporting as a compliance exercise rather than an opportunity to enhance corporate sustainability and stakeholder engagement. There's also a need for more standardised ESG metrics and benchmarks to allow for better comparability across companies and sectors. From the team's experience working in South Africa, while policy has always been progressive, the challenges lie in implementation.

**Additional challenges are posed on the external front.**\textsuperscript{185} Apart from the climate-related exclusions, institutional investors' ESG investment strategies have the potential to redirect capital away from emerging and frontier markets. These regions typically lack comprehensive data and tend to receive unfavourable ESG ratings in their current form. This diversion of capital often occurs due to screening criteria that eliminate regions based on factors like corruption, policy instability, and energy security. In the case of South Africa, the Renewable Independent Power Producer Programme (REIPPPP)\textsuperscript{186} has been significantly impacted by policy uncertainties.
4.2.1 ESG Initiatives - Financial Institutions in South Africa

This subsection elaborates on the ESG reporting of the most prominent actors in the financial sector in South Africa, introduced earlier.

Table 11 | Key ESG reporting actors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Financial Institution</th>
<th>Are Scope 1/2/3 (operational) emissions reported?</th>
<th>Does the FI report to the TCFD?</th>
<th>Are the climate risks of investments disclosed?</th>
<th>Are climate finance disbursements reported?</th>
<th>Are Scope 3 financed emissions reported?</th>
<th>What is the FI’s timeline for net-zero financed emissions?</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Rand Bank 188 189</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>By 2050</td>
<td>The group plans to be net zero in operational emissions by 2030. It also has a shadow carbon price (currently ZAR 347/tCO2e)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Bank 190</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td></td>
<td>By 2050</td>
<td>Net zero operational emissions by 2040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nedbank 191</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>❌</td>
<td>❌</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>By 2050</td>
<td>The company has set a target of 0 Scope 2 emissions by 2030. The company is already net zero in its operational emissions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investec 192</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>❌</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>By 2050</td>
<td>While the FI is committed to Net-Zero, no timeline (whether 2030 or 2040) has been expressly declared 193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absa Bank 194</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>❌</td>
<td>❌</td>
<td>Baselining began in 2022</td>
<td>By 2050</td>
<td>The company is net zero in its operational emissions.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

187 Scope 1 emissions refer to emissions from company vehicles, from fuel combustion, or fugitive emissions. Scope 2 emissions relate to indirect emissions from purchased electricity, heat, and steam. Finally, Scope 3 operational emissions concern the emissions of purchased products, business travel (air travel and employee commuting), and emissions from energy transmissional or distribution losses (Carbon Trust).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Financial Institution</th>
<th>Are Scope 1/2/3 (operational) emissions reported?</th>
<th>Does the FI report to the TCFD?</th>
<th>Are the climate risks of investments disclosed?</th>
<th>Are climate finance disbursements reported?</th>
<th>Are Scope 3 financed emissions reported?</th>
<th>What is the FI's timeline for net-zero financed emissions?</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Capitec Group195</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>Aiming to report in 2024</td>
<td>Will be established within next 3 years. The group is seeking to align completely with TCFD recommendations in the next 2-3 years.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bidvest196</td>
<td>Scope 1 and 2</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>No commitment for banking arm</td>
<td>The group as a whole aims to reduce emissions intensity by 25% by 2025.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discovery Bank197</td>
<td>Scope 1 and 2</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>In progress</td>
<td>By 2050. The bank aims to be net zero in scope 1 and 2 emissions by 2025.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African Bank Group198</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>No current commitment The group does have an aim to reduce carbon emissions by 30% by FY’25 (likely just operational emissions)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Banking Sector: Development Banks and MFIs

Specific information on development banks or MFIs with ESG related reporting was not found via desk reviews, except for 1 development bank:

| Development Bank of South Africa199 | Unknown | Not explicitly mentioned | ✔ | ✔ | Unknown | By 2050 | DBSA has an approved Integrated Just Transition Investment Framework, that has incorporated the Bank’s net zero pathway, as well as details of the DBSA’s net zero GHG emissions targets across their total investment and loan portfolios. |

### Institutional Investors: Pension Funds, Insurance Companies, and Endowment Funds

Minimal information via desk reviews was found on institutional investors. However, according to a 2023 Investor survey, 52% of institutional investors said they consider ESG issues in their decisions:201

| Old Mutual | ✔ | ✔ | ✔ | ✔ | x | Aiming for 2023 | By 2050 |

### Private Equity Investors: Angel Investors, Venture Capital Funds and Private Equity Funds

No information found.

---

197 [Discovery Sustainability Report](https://www.discovery.co.za/assets/discoverycoza/corporate/investor-relations/2023/discovery-sustainability-report.pdf)
4.3 Market Instruments to Access CF: Sustainable Bonds

Broadly, there are two domestic market instruments identified for accessing climate finance in South Africa. The Carbon Tax, as discussed in Section 2, and Sustainable Bonds.

The global sustainable bond market has experienced significant growth. Early adopters of these instruments include governments, utilities, and financial services sectors. Sustainable bonds, including green, social, and sustainability bonds, are linked to specific performance indicators (KPIs), while sustainability linked bonds (SLBs) are tied to sustainability performance targets (SPTs) with a step-up clause if not achieved. However, South Africa has been slow to adopt these instruments due to stringent disclosure requirements and a lack of investible projects, leading to an underdeveloped domestic sustainable bond market.

The JSE Green Bond platform was launched in 2017 as a way for ‘companies to raise debt for green, social and sustainable initiatives on a trusted, global marketplace’. The JSE’s sustainability bond standards require issuers to disclose the use of proceeds, obtain external verification or certification, and provide post-issuance reporting.

While these requirements aim to prevent greenwashing and align with international standards, they are seen as cumbersome by market practitioners. Despite robust demand for these instruments, key hurdles include a lack of local expertise, higher issuance costs due to third-party assurance, and the absence of an effective green government bond curve. The JSE’s climate disclosure requirements have disincentivized issuers, leading to a stalled adoption of sustainable instruments, potentially hampering the scaling up of finance for climate purposes.

Table 12 below presents highlights on green bond issuing by private and public sector actors in South Africa.

Table 12 | Table of Green Bonds Issuance by Private and Public Sector Actors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Amount issued</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Industrial Development Corporation</td>
<td>ZAR 5 billion</td>
<td>To finance infrastructure related to renewable energy and clean energy within the country.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City of Johannesburg</td>
<td>ZAR 1.5 billion</td>
<td>To finance the Solar Geyser Initiative in addition to biogas programmes, such as the conversion of 30 buses to biogas and the introduction of 150 new ‘dual fuel’ buses.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CoCT</td>
<td>ZAR 1 billion</td>
<td>To fund the municipality’s Climate Change Strategy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBSA</td>
<td>~ZAR 3.8 billion (EUR 200 million)</td>
<td>Issued with private placement with the Agence Française de Développement (AFD) - to projects that contribute to climate mitigation and/or adaptation aligned to South Africa’s National Development Plan’ (NDP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ZAR 3 billion</td>
<td>Issued with private placement to PIMCO - to refinance renewable energy generation and transmission projects.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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### Private Sector Actors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Amount issued</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Growthpoint Properties</td>
<td>ZAR 1.1 billion(^{213})</td>
<td>First company to issue a green bond on the JSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Bank</td>
<td>~ZAR 3.2 billion (US$ 200 million)</td>
<td>Issued via private placement and in cooperation with the IFC with a view to funding green assets in alignment with the Sustainable Bond Framework(^{214})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R 1.4 billion</td>
<td>Renewable energy focused green bonds issued on the JSE platform(^{215})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nedbank</td>
<td>ZAR 8.6 billion (ZAR 5.6 billion outstanding as of the end of 2022.)(^{216})</td>
<td>Renewable Energy Bond</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tier 2 SDG linked bonds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Green Additional Tier 1 instrument</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Green Housing Bond</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Green Residential Development Bond</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Rand Bank</td>
<td>ZAR 2 billion(^{217})</td>
<td>Issued two green bonds on the JSE worth a total of ZAR 2 billion and aims to finance the bank's sustainability projects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redefine Properties</td>
<td>ZAR 1.5 billion(^{218})</td>
<td>Bond aimed at improving the environmental sustainability of buildings in the company’s portfolio.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investec</td>
<td>ZAR 1 billion(^{219})</td>
<td>Bond aimed at solar and wind projects (477MW in total).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Source:** Author

### 4.3.1 Co-financing, Enabling Policies and Innovative Financial Tools

In 2017, a study\(^{220}\) conducted by TIPS in collaboration with the OECD (Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development), as documented in Ebrahim (2018), examined the mobilisation of private finance in support of climate action initiatives within South Africa spanning the period from 2010 to 2015. The study’s findings revealed a significant role played by South African **public co-finance**, which successfully catalysed 64% of a total funding pool amounting to ~ZAR 101 billion.\(^{221}\) Notably, this capital was primarily obtained via loans. While international entities also contributed, their involvement was comparatively modest in scale.

The research underscored the imperative for conducting a comprehensive assessment of public finance’s impact across the entire financial value chain. It also shed light on the **efficacy of domestic policies**, such as tax incentives, which were shown to be particularly influential in attracting private investment. Remarkably, these incentives were found to be more effective than public co-finance in both the renewable energy and energy
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\(^{215}\) Ibid.


\(^{221}\) 2010-2015 average FX rate, USD-ZAR.
efficiency sectors, thus signalling the importance of aligning policy frameworks with sustainable investment objectives.\textsuperscript{222}

The study highlights that the South African case underscores the importance of shifting focus towards mobilising private finance beyond energy-related projects. One way this could be achieved is by empowering subnational actors. With renewable energy projects becoming increasingly economically viable due to domestic policies and technology cost reductions, public co-financing could gradually be redirected to play a more prominent role in mitigating risks in other climate-related sectors. In South Africa, investments aimed at addressing the water-related impacts of climate change could be facilitated by integrating climate change considerations more extensively into national water policies. Furthermore, financial incentives could be extended to provinces or municipalities, encouraging households and businesses to make private investments in water conservation and demand management.

Support for innovative financial tools is crucial to attract the needed funding for climate projects.\textsuperscript{223} Government-backed instruments should be designed to reduce barriers, manage risks, and prevent market failures, drawing in private sector capital. Additionally, establishing more project preparation centres using blended finance is essential to increase viable project pools, especially in sectors traditionally dependent on grants and concessional funding.

4.4. Financing the Just Transition: Context and Challenges\textsuperscript{224}

To fund its just energy transition, South Africa needs to tap into a significant amount of funding from many domestic and international sources. Although the country has set a good example in renewable energy development over the past decade through initiatives like the procurement of independent power producers in the renewable energy sector, the additional electricity generation capacity during this period falls significantly short of the future requirements. To address this, significant funding will be required, especially for the expansion of transmission assets.

To ensure that South Africa’s shift from a highly constrained, carbon-intensive market to a thriving, low-carbon economy is achieved fairly, financial decision-makers must explore innovative funding strategies to bridge the gap between conventional philanthropic support, development aid, and public sector financing on one end of the spectrum, and commercial investors on the other. It is estimated that between R4tn and R8.5tn need to be mobilised for the just energy transition, which poses a considerable challenge.

There are multiple obstacles within the current capital market landscape that hinder stakeholders in the financial sector from fully engaging with and participating in this equitable transition. Many of these challenges are also present for climate finance access more broadly, beyond the just transition. The below is a summary from the stakeholder’s research introduced in the Intellindex (2022) report.

- **Investment pipeline:** Many practitioners have not encountered serious investment opportunities, despite extensive discussions about energy finance. Most green projects require some form of de-risking to become viable, with historical reliance on sovereign guarantees questioned due to South Africa’s credit rating loss in 2020. The public sector’s poor track record in developing funding opportunities and managing projects, constrained by capacity shortages and procurement challenges, inhibits financial innovation. Some argue\textsuperscript{225} that the lack of an investable pipeline might be an excuse by investors, emphasising the need for a demonstration case involving multiple stakeholders to outline JET transaction structures, likely requiring concessional financing.

- **Conceptualization of the JET:** There is ambiguity among market stakeholders about the concept of JET, which is generally seen as a transition to clean energy that’s inclusive. However, there’s a lack of a clear strategic vision, speed, and roles for stakeholders. The focus on the initial ~ZAR 147bn JETP-IP funding

\textsuperscript{222} Ebrahim. 2018. A study on the potential private sector investment priorities that support South Africa’s climate change outcomes. Available online: www.renmore.co.za Accessed September 2023


\textsuperscript{225} Ibid.
earmarked for South Africa overlooks the broader funding needs (at least ~ZAR 4tn over three decades). This misunderstanding and lack of consensus on JET, funding scale, and stakeholder roles are major barriers to capital market participation.

- **Insufficient National Leadership:** This is seen as a potential cause of confusion in the JET efforts, regardless of the existing governance structures, such as the PMO, PCC, and PCFTT. It has been suggested that the government should integrate JET strategically into both the budget and the broader development agenda, as capacity limitations prevent these structures from operating independently. Collaboration between government, business, and labour is essential to align on the pathway and market channels for scaling up JET financing.

- **Limited integration of JET into businesses strategies:** While JET is frequently viewed as an external issue, it is, in fact, a predominant macro theme that will significantly shape South Africa’s local market over the next three decades. The financial services sector necessitates resolute executive leadership to mobilise substantial financing.

- **Liquidity and deal size:** Liquidity is a critical concern. The absence of pooled risk green bond markets and the low uptake226 JSE transition segments pose challenges. To fund the just element of the transition, there's a need for more widespread use of sustainable finance instruments like social bonds and sustainability-linked loans. Creating liquid, standardised instruments is essential to fit into various portfolios, and banks are expected to play a pivotal role in providing this liquidity. Additionally, local DFI liquidity constraints hinder investments in renewable projects, with illiquid instruments requiring extensive due diligence, elongating the investment timeline, and increasing costs.

- **Insufficient financial innovation:** The local market has been slow in adopting new funding instruments for the JET,227 potentially due to regulatory adjustments and a lack of proactive innovation. Institutional investors, mainly focused on listed instruments, need accessible transition financing options. Bundling renewable energy projects in operational phases and pooling projects, particularly for offshore investors with large investment requirements, can enhance scale. The lack of innovation is linked to insufficient pipeline, limited demand, and an inadequate understanding of the JET approach.

- **Skills shortages in the local market** hinders development of a pipeline for low-carbon and green projects. This problem is not unique to South Africa but the resurgence of REIPPPP rounds, and the expanding embedded generation market have exacerbated this problem in the country. Unfortunately, South Africa currently lacks a concrete plan to resolve this skills gap,228 with no clear coordination or strategy among government departments. A successful transition will necessitate a combination of commercial investment capital, public-private partnerships, concessional capital, and funding from philanthropists and multilateral development financiers.

- **Information, data and reporting standards:** The demanding nature of ESG data requirements is a significant deterrent for investments in emerging and frontier markets.229 The resource-intensive process of collecting, organising, and presenting ESG data, coupled with the need for technical expertise to ensure data quality, poses challenges for many companies lacking the necessary capacity and skills.

Other challenges mentioned include **foreign exchange risks**, given the ZAR volatility, and concerns over the country’s macroeconomic **fundamentals**, which still dominate as conditioning factors for investors decisions. Additional challenges identified around **ESG integration**, the **GFT** and **JSE Sustainability Bonds Disclosure** have been developed in their respective sections of this report.

**Policymakers and the private sector should collaborate to address the challenges identified.** Partnerships involving capital providers across the entire spectrum, from philanthropic backers to commercial investors, could also lead to progress in mobilising substantial funding. Banks are expected to serve as mass intermediaries, not just capital allocators on their balance sheets. Local fund managers should consider prioritising JET assets over others,
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while international fund managers, including consultants and trustees, need to recognise that South Africa is initially dealing with carbon-intensive assets in its transition process.
4.5. SWOT Assessment of Private Sector Finance

**Strengths** - positive internal factors

- **Green Bonds** as a viable means of raising sustainable finance. As of 2020, South Africa was also the clear continental leader in green bond issuances.
- **Prospect of extending CBT across the entire budget** is crucial to better address climate adaptation challenges and building an evidence base through data collection.
- **Partnerships between DFIs, such as the IFC and KFW, and domestic Commercial Banks** to expand climate finance and expand their ability to offer products such as green bonds and loans.
- **South Africa has a strong ESG regulatory environment.** In addition to this, some large FIs are addressing ESG-related issues proactively and have set ambitious goals to reach net-zero.

**Weakness** - limiting internal constraints

- **Ineffectiveness of Carbon Tax pricing**, negatively affecting incentives to decarbonise and implementation delays from coal energy and mineral sectors.
- **Voluntary nature of SA GFT reporting** weakens its effectiveness across the financial system.
- **Prevalence of the Energy sector** as recipient of climate finance flows and investors preferred asset, overshadowing other sectors, perceived riskier.
- **Venture Capital Industry being small and nascent** results in very limited funds available for seed funding to develop concepts for climate projects.
- **Demanding nature of ESG reporting** standards for companies, and limited integration of JET into business strategies.
- **JSE’s sustainability bond standards** perceived disincentivizing given identified hurdles: lack of local expertise, high issuance costs, absence of a green government bond curve.
- **Limited availability of a pipeline of bankable projects** limiting green investment options.
- **JET conceptualisation and governmental leadership** are questioned by capital market stakeholders (see section 4.4).
- **Insufficient financial innovation and de-risking strategies**
- **Different data sources on financing gaps providing unclear market signals to investors**

**Opportunities** - positive external developments

- **Blended finance and public co-financing** are promising for attracting private investment in climate projects beyond energy, with public co-financing mitigating perceived risks.
- **SA GFT and Carbon Tax as guiding examples** for other African countries.
- **SA GFT may lead to the development of new asset classes** thereby attracting investors seeking robust processes and impact performance.
- **SA GFT integration into due diligence processes** within internal issuance frameworks to enhance the quality of sustainable debt issuances.
- **SA GFT potential** to attract green financial flows.
- **SA GFT potential** to overcome the tracking and regulatory challenges aligning green investment decisions with international standards and reducing the cost of labelling and issuing green financial instruments.
- **SA GFT potential** to improve the management of environmental and social performance to mitigate risks within the financial sector.
- **Carbon Tax potential** to provide incentives for decarbonisation across industries.
- **Renewable Energy and Conservation Agriculture** as sectors offering investment opportunities.
- **Government support for innovative financial tools is crucial to attract needed funding.** These should be designed to reduce barriers, manage risks, and prevent market failures to draw private sector capital.
- **Potential for collaboration between private and public sector to mobilise CF.**
- **Potential for transparency in ESG data** as well as alignment of corresponding frameworks.

**Threats** - external threats and barriers

- **Market failure**: There is a mismatch between finance available for climate projects and the availability of a pipeline of bankable projects.
- **Tracking climate finance at the country level is challenging** due to the complex network of stakeholders, funding channels, and currencies. This could be overcome by the SA GFT.
- **Limited financing available**, particularly for early-stage and high-risk projects.
- **High transaction costs** hinder financial support as expenses for transactions and due diligence may outweigh the project’s size.
- **SA GFT faces a governance challenge** (lack of formal recognition by the EU), a usability challenge (requires expertise to navigate its complexity) and South Africa’s fossil fuels dependency.
- **SA GFT has been deemed poorly applicable to the South Africa context** due to its one-size-fits-all approach to green projects.
- **ESG ratings may discourage global investors preference for emerging markets** due to political risks concerns, in addition to foreign exchange and macroeconomic volatility.

Source: Author
Section 5 | A way forward

This section provides an overview of the climate finance gap, highlighting key underfunded sectors in South Africa. It presents a summary SWOT matrix of the overall challenges and opportunities that exist across the public and private sectors. It then highlights the need for innovative financing mechanisms and provides concluding key recommendations.

5.1. Climate finance gap

Information obtained from the DFFEs National Climate Change Response Database\(^{230}\), which covers both public and private sector projects, reinforces the previously established conclusion that South Africa faces a substantial climate finance deficit. Within this dataset, Figure 5 presents an intricate breakdown of the funding sources allocated to both mitigation and adaptation initiatives in South Africa. These tables corroborate the conclusions drawn from the existing literature above, shedding light on a significant underfunding of adaptation endeavours in comparison to mitigation efforts. Furthermore, the private sector funds a significant amount of mitigation (given the REI4P programme and move towards a low-carbon economy) whilst private sector funding for adaptation is non-existent.

This notable discrepancy is frequently attributed to the inherent challenges associated with quantifying the outcomes and impacts of adaptation projects compared to mitigation projects. Furthermore, it is worth emphasising that a substantial portion of adaptation funding originates from public sector budgets and international financial sources.

Figure 9 | Funding Source Breakdown for Adaptation and Mitigation (in ZAR million)

![Funding Source Breakdown for Adaptation and Mitigation](image)

Source: Adapted from DFFE, 2023 National Climate Change Response Database. Figures accurate as of 10/11/2023.

Sectors that attract adaptation financing often relate to food security, water resources, disaster risk management, and agriculture. Private investment can find entry points in these areas, especially when sectors like healthcare and sanitation primarily rely on public funding due to the absence of a compelling business case for investors.

The section below speaks to the key financing gaps in South Africa’s key priority sectors towards net zero.
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\(^{230}\) The DFFEs National Climate Change Response Database is a comprehensive, public database, that serves as a tracking and monitoring system for climate change actions and interventions, encompassing both adaptation and mitigation efforts in the past, present, and future. It encompasses a wide range of elements, including policies, plans, strategies, projects, and research activities spanning across South Africa. Data for this database is collected from diverse sources, including industrial entities, research institutions, non-governmental organisations, and various government institutions and entities.
Energy | South Africa faces significant climate and energy risks, including electricity shortages, inadequate investment in the electricity system, and various physical, social, and transition-related challenges. South Africa’s JET-IP outlines the country’s ambitions and targets towards an energy transition that moves the country towards a low-carbon economy while tackling the key issues of poverty, unemployment, and inequality. Within this investment plan, the key energy sectors highlighted are the electricity sector and green hydrogen sectors.

In the electricity sector, the primary infrastructure investment focuses on several key priorities. Firstly, it entails effectively managing the decommissioning of the retiring coal generation fleet, aligning with the updated Integrated Resource Plan (IRP), while simultaneously advancing the development of large-scale renewable energy generation. Secondly, there is a crucial need to promptly reinforce the transmission grid infrastructure to accommodate the transition towards renewable energy sources. Lastly, modernising the electricity distribution system is another significant priority within this context. The estimated financing need is ZAR 1,480 billion with currently only 64% of the target providing, leaving a gap of 44%. However, it is important to note that this financing gap is not clear given that diverse sources (e.g., Eskom, the JET-IP and the Minister of Electricity) mention different figures. This makes it difficult for investors, especially DFIs, to implement financing solutions.

However, as mentioned in Section 1.2.2, there is staunch support against this process of decarbonisation. In discussions surrounding South Africa’s Climate Change Bill, a pivotal piece of climate legislation currently undergoing public hearings, a minimum of four entities, including South Africa’s own Eskom, sought to diminish penalties for polluters. This information comes from a report by the climate-focused think tank InfluenceMap. Notably, the mining industry exhibited robust support for coal, with multinational corporations like Anglo American and South32 actively engaging in efforts to dilute climate-related legislation in South Africa.

Green hydrogen is another key area of focus for the country with a funding gap of approximately 89% (of the total ZAR 319 billion envisaged). However, while green hydrogen holds promise as a decarbonisation solution for various industries, experts urge caution regarding its potential and the hype surrounding it. Green hydrogen is produced by splitting water into hydrogen and oxygen using renewable electricity. South Africa and other countries have embraced green hydrogen as a key player in the transition to clean energy. However, the challenges include the limited current production volume, high capital costs for mega-production plants, hydrogen leakage, and the need for a surplus supply of renewable energy.

Prominent South African companies, including Anglo American Platinum (Amplats), BMW Group South Africa, and Sasol, have initiated a pilot project aimed at introducing hydrogen fuel cell electric vehicles (FCEVs) and establishing the necessary hydrogen refuelling infrastructure in the country. BMW is supplying the FCEVs, while Sasol is responsible for producing green hydrogen and mobile refuelling equipment. This fleet, which includes the BMW iX5 Hydrogen model, will undergo real-world testing on South African roads as part of a global evaluation of its performance.

The renewed focus on green hydrogen raises questions about who benefits and the potential consequences of hasty decision-making and poor investment choices, especially for South Africa. Major stakeholders, including the oil and gas industry, have vested interests in promoting green hydrogen to ensure their survival. H2 Watch SA, which includes Earthlife Africa, the Economic Justice Network, Kuthala Environmental Care, the African Communities and Environmental Justice (SAFCEI), Natural Justice, WoMIN, and Vaal Environmental Justice Alliance are an example of such organizations.
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(VEJA), has raised concerns regarding the potential impact of green hydrogen (GH2) production on South Africa’s land, water, and electricity resources. These concerns encompass several key issues:

- Water Resources: There is apprehension about the strain GH2 production could place on the country’s already water constrained resources.
- Electricity Pricing and Availability: Uncertainty surrounds the pricing and availability of electricity for South Africa’s GH2 projects.
- Land Conflicts and Marine Life: GH2 production involving desalination processes carries the risk of land conflicts and potential harm to marine life.

It is emphasised that appropriate applications for green hydrogen should be considered, as alternatives may exist for certain uses. Vigilance is needed to ensure alignment with the public interest, as major stakeholders may have conflicting incentives. In South Africa, the focus should remain on renewable energy to achieve a sustainable energy transition. Overinvestment in hydrogen could divert resources from other renewable energy innovations, such as recycling technologies. It is essential to make informed, sensible choices to ensure energy supply matches demand and that no one is left behind in the transition.

Manufacturing | Industrialisation in the country has historically centred around the minerals-energy complex, emphasising cheap electricity for processing minerals, which led to high energy consumption per unit of output. This focus on energy-intensive methods, like smelting, has created long-standing challenges. While the government has introduced policies for green growth and climate resilience, there has been a lack of policy coherence, particularly between industrial and environmental policies, hindering the modernization of industry. Consequently, South Africa has been slow in adopting more energy-efficient production methods due to unclear policy signals.

The JET-IP targets a “just” manufacturing transition primarily through investment in supply chains to preserve and expand jobs within the automotive sector during its shift to NEVs. These jobs encompass assembly and component supply chain roles, both in established and emerging product lines. Additionally, this sector presents valuable connections to the energy industry for the localisation of energy storage components like batteries and fuel cells. The sector typically allocates nearly ZAR1.5 billion annually to investments, with expectations of considerably higher investments for NEVs, exceeding 40%. Therefore, it may require grant assistance covering up to 50% of the capital investment.

South African policymakers must take note of the EU’s carbon border adjustment mechanism. Delaying greener initiatives poses a risk of trade penalties when the EU enforces it. South Africa must prioritise both green growth and industrialisation to secure its growth and avoid significant socio-economic consequences.

Mining | Mining has long been the backbone of South Africa’s economy, with well-known resources like gold, diamonds, PGMs, and coal, as well as deposits of chrome, rare earth elements, manganese, chromium, vanadium, and titanium. The nation boasts strong infrastructure compared to its African counterparts and is the world’s top manganese producer, positioning it favourably to produce batteries essential for a low-carbon future, supporting energy storage and electric vehicles.

South African mining faces growing pressure due to environmental concerns and carbon emissions, with approximately ZAR 264 billion in annual mining sales at risk due to trade partners’ carbon reduction
commitments (e.g., policies such as CBAM) and decreased local demand. South Africa's carbon-intensive mining sector and climate-related vulnerabilities pose unique risks and opportunities for mining companies. While individual companies are addressing these issues, through the adoption of sustainable strategies like Anglo American’s hydrogen technology and marine carbon neutrality initiatives, as well as Exxaro and Seriti Green’s investments in solar and wind energy, these firms are playing a substantial role in advancing decarbonization efforts. 

South African mining firms can adapt their operations, adjust portfolios, and climate-proof their businesses to seize opportunities in both the short and long term. While the costs of these endeavours are not explicit given that many mines are privately owned and thus information is not always public, recommendations call for a collective and targeted strategy is needed to combat climate disruptions effectively given the high costs of doing so. In addition, South Africa’s NAS proposes the development of a Flagship Programme co-funded by the public-private sector to help increase resilience in the mining sector.

Transport | The South African government has not yet fully integrated climate change adaptation into its transport planning and decision-making processes, primarily due to financial constraints and a short-term perspective. Instead, there has been a strong focus on decarbonisation of the sector overall. However, climate change disruptions could significantly impact the country’s supply chain configuration and overall economy. To enhance the resilience of South Africa's road infrastructure, an average investment of around 0.35% of GDP per year or approximately ZAR 678 billion in net present value will be required from 2022 to 2050. The final cost will vary based on whether the government chooses to retrofit existing infrastructure or embark on new projects. Over the long term, taking an initiative-taking approach to road infrastructure adaptation is expected to yield benefits, including reduced maintenance expenses and improved resilience to climate change impacts.

Furthermore, the NEVs are a key priority for the country's JET IP which aims to encourage investments in NEV charging infrastructure and the conversion of both public and private transportation to NEVs can expedite the decarbonization of the transport sector. According to the five-year investment requirement for the NEV sector, an estimated ZAR 128 billion is needed with a current gap of ZAR 100 billion (78%).

Tourism | South Africa’s Tourism Climate Change Communication Strategy (SATCCCS) acknowledges the vulnerability of the sector to climate change impacts and sets out to provide guidance, education and training efforts for mitigation and adaptation in the tourism sector. However, the plan does not specify financial targets or baselines. While it identifies funding avenues and percentages in contributions, no numerical numbers support this assessment.

Agriculture | Despite contributing only 2.9 % to South Africa’s GDP and employing around 5% of the workforce, agriculture plays a pivotal role in poverty reduction and inclusive development. Regions like the Eastern Cape, Limpopo, and KwaZulu-Natal provinces, home to a substantial number of smallholder farmers, offer significant potential for expanding and diversifying agricultural activities. These opportunities can uplift the livelihoods of the country’s most impoverished communities. Approximately 0.2% of GDP or ZAR 453 billion in net present value
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from 2022 to 2050 is estimated to be needed for adaptation measures in agriculture.\textsuperscript{259} Around 50\% of this allocation will be directed to irrigation programs, while the remainder will be split between retrofitting and new investments in transport infrastructure (45\%) and research and development (5\%).\textsuperscript{260}

Considering South Africa's limited fiscal budget and the public sector's primary responsibility for essential services like housing, healthcare, and water, the availability of funding remains inadequate. However, there are promising opportunities to attract private sector investment, particularly in sectors like agriculture and transportation, where tangible benefits such as improved crop yields and increased adoption of electric vehicles can be realised.

\textsuperscript{259}Ibid.
\textsuperscript{260}Ibid.
5.2. Challenges and opportunities

The overall challenges and opportunities are framed through a SWOT matrix.

**Box 3 | SWOT Assessment of Climate Finance flows in South Africa overall**

**Strengths** - positive internal factors

*Private sector's growing involvement,* especially impact investors focused on socially, environmentally, and economically beneficial projects.

The IPCC Working Group II notes a consensus that *private finance for climate investments may be best suited for the energy, infrastructure, agriculture, and water management sectors,* given their relative commercial maturity.

**Weakness** - limiting internal constraints

- **Lack of liquidity and macroeconomic risks** hinder South Africa’s small capital markets, affecting long-term financing availability. The dominance of short-term lending, with 70% of loans maturing in under five years, further characterises these financial markets.

- **Macroeconomic concerns and rising debt-to-GDP ratios** over time prevail, with deteriorating financial flow quality to countries. This, coupled with volatile exchange rates, slow economic growth, high interest rates, and rising debt-servicing costs impact South Africa’s access to capital markets, increasing project risk premiums.

- **Regulatory issues, political risks, and off-taker risks** further compound the complex investment climate.

- **Lack of knowledge of financing gaps by sectors** as well as different data sources

**Opportunities** - positive external developments

- **Reallocation of public resources,** exploring new financing mechanisms, and enhancing revenue collection through municipal rates, tariffs, and taxes (e.g., Carbon Tax) could bridge the climate-funding gap.

- **Improving technical capacity** at grassroots and targeted policy interventions could address adaptation funding gaps, positioning South Africa for climate finance innovation and a resilient, sustainable future.

- **Adopting and expanding financial instruments** like green bonds can attract more private investments and bridge the financing gap (see section 5.2.1 for more detail).

**Threats** - external threats and barriers

- **Limited fund accessibility** for local governments and subnational actors due to systemic barriers and complex global fund requirements.

- CBAM and the global shift towards stricter environmental trade regulations which will affect local industry and jobs.

Source: Author
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5.2.1. Innovative climate finance mechanisms

To stimulate private sector investments in adaptation activities, it is imperative to address these macroeconomic risks and cultivate a conducive investment environment. Prioritising mechanisms that facilitate access to institutional finance, including pension funds, sovereign wealth funds, and insurance companies, can provide long-term financing opportunities. Furthermore, addressing concerns surrounding debt sustainability and establishing frameworks for debt relief will help alleviate financial burdens and attract investments to support South Africa’s adaptation initiatives.

Examining innovative climate finance mechanisms and emerging trends, we have identified promising avenues to stimulate and expand private sector investment. These include:

1. **Blended Finance**: An effective strategy to attract increased investment involves harnessing public financial resources to mitigate investment risks. This can be achieved through the application of blended finance, a technique that combines various forms of capital, including concessional funding, with diverse return expectations within a single investment framework. By amalgamating these resources, the risk-return profile of an investment can be enhanced. This approach serves to alleviate concerns related to financial uncertainty and knowledge gaps, thereby rendering projects more appealing to private investors who may otherwise be hesitant to participate. Blended finance, by de-risking investments and offering additional incentives, has the capacity to mobilise private capital that might otherwise remain untapped, thus contributing to the funding required for sustainable development initiatives.

   - Presently, blended finance holds a modest role in South Africa, accounting for approximately 8% of climate finance. Furthermore, most blended finance sources originate from foreign entities, indicating a potential reliance on external funding for sustainable projects. Addressing these challenges and unlocking private investment necessitates the utilisation of innovative blended finance mechanisms. By leveraging concessional funding as a catalyst, these mechanisms can diminish investment risks and attract commercial capital to bridge the financing gap.

   - **Globally, several examples exist, such as the World Bank’s Blended Finance Facility, targeting developing countries.** Additionally, specific projects under the GEF and GCF employ a blend of grants, loans, equity investments, and guarantees to incentivize project financiers or developers to engage in financing adaptation projects. Some notable examples of such initiatives implemented in South Africa include the GCF’s Embedded Generation Investment Programme (EGIP) and the SCF Capital Solutions Project.

   These initiatives exemplify the potential of blended finance to facilitate private sector engagement and drive sustainable development efforts.

2. **Green Bonds**: Green bonds represent a substantial opportunity, especially at the provincial and municipal levels, for mobilising substantial private capital designated for low-carbon and climate-resilient investments. The introduction of the JSE sustainability segment for green bonds and the expansion of commercial bank green bond issuance via trusted private placement partners such as the AFD and the IFC suggest that this instrument can continue to be useful in mobilising private sector climate finance. The establishment of South Africa’s GTF should also help in this matter, as investors will now have greater certainty about what type of projects their finance contributes to within the country.

   - There are also some alternative but similar bond types that may be useful for use in mobilising climate finance in South Africa. For example, specific Climate (Resilient) Bonds may prove useful for DFIs or
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Governments that are looking to provide financial backing for project areas or sectors, especially ones that are currently left unaddressed with existing incentives, such as waste and water management solutions, or forest management. Blue Bonds may also offer a similar solution if projects that address marine-based solutions are too sparse.

- Additionally, Environmental Impact Bonds, which offer ‘pay-for-success’ returns to private investors on a climate project using a predefined metric of outcomes. In this sense, the Government or similar agencies can ensure that specific targets are met before they reward investors for achieving them. However, producing these metrics can be tricky if there are many differing interests when they are being formulated.

3. Performance-Based Grant Funds: The introduction of performance-based grant funds oriented toward green outcomes presents an opportunity for private sector institutional investors to increase their engagement with green Small Medium and Micro-Enterprises (SMMEs). These funds would allocate resources based on predetermined green objectives, such as green job creation, climate change mitigation, and enhanced water and waste management, contingent upon matching private sector contributions.

4. Adaptation Benefits Mechanisms: The development of the AfDB’s adaptation benefits mechanism could prove extremely useful to South Africa. It involves the AfDB certifying the viability and the benefits of climate-related projects. This certification can then be taken as collateral to private investors to increase the attractiveness of the related project/schemes, given that information on it has been provided by a reputable organisation. While this instrument is likely to be more useful for less developed countries in Africa, it may help South Africa to receive support for riskier investments.

5. Green Loans: Loans such as the ones issued by IFC for Nedbank and Absa Bank will be essential to establish the pipeline of finance from commercial banks to green projects in the country. As green loans are upscaled, they can help to provide swathes of finance for high-return projects, such as the REI4P.

5.3. Key recommendations

Key recommendations to address some of the challenges outlined in this report include:

- **Regulatory Framework**: Revisiting the regulatory framework is vital. Aligning existing regulations with the evolving climate finance landscape can eliminate obstacles and create a conducive environment for climate-focused investments and initiatives.
- **Climate Planning and Budgeting**: Enhancing existing structures for climate planning and budgeting is necessary. This ensures that climate considerations are seamlessly integrated into governmental decision-making processes. Strengthening the SA GFT and Climate Budget Tagging Process will contribute to this goal.
- **Tracking and Monitoring Mechanisms**: Strengthening the tracking and monitoring of climate finance is crucial. Comprehensive insight into the allocation, disbursement, and utilisation of climate finance is essential to achieve climate change objectives effectively.
- **Alternative Municipal Revenue Models**: Local governments play a pivotal role in climate action, and innovative financing approaches can bolster their capacity to implement climate projects. It is imperative to consider alternative revenue models to support these efforts.
- **Restructuring Intergovernmental Grants**: There is a call for a reconsideration of the structure of intergovernmental grants allocated to enhance climate resilience and promote low-carbon development. The aim is to ensure that these grants not only possess adequate funding but are also strategically directed to address areas of critical need.
- **Blended Finance**: Blended finance, combining concessional funding with commercial capital, is a potential growth area. It can attract private investment in innovative sectors like low-carbon transport, contributing to
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sustainable development. The DBSA Infrastructure fund is a good example of how public sector funding can be used as a catalytic vehicle to de-risk investments into climate change investments, through a blended finance (see Box 4).

- **Innovative financial mechanisms:** South Africa has underutilised existing financial mechanisms (such as blended finance) and has the potential to strengthen other existing financial mechanisms to crowd in private sector investment in the country.

**Box 4 | DBSA Infrastructure Fund**

The Development Bank of Southern Africa (DBSA) Infrastructure Fund was established with the primary purpose of accelerating investment in the development and upgrading of infrastructure in South Africa. The Fund aims to leverage private sector expertise and capital to supplement public sector resources, thus addressing the country’s vast infrastructure needs. This includes sectors such as transportation, utilities, and housing, among others.

Crucially, the DBSA Infrastructure Fund plays a significant role in fostering climate change adaptation activities. With the increasing recognition of the need to build climate-resilient infrastructure, the Fund serves as a catalytic funding vehicle, bridging the gap between public policy goals and private sector implementation. It achieves this by financing projects that have clear adaptation benefits, such as resilient urban development, sustainable water management, and renewable energy infrastructure. By mobilizing public and private resources towards these projects, the Fund not only helps to reduce the vulnerability of communities to climate impacts but also stimulates innovation and builds capacity within the infrastructure sector to address the challenges of climate change. Through this multi-pronged approach, the DBSA Infrastructure Fund embodies an integral component of South Africa’s broader strategy to adapt to a changing climate.

*Source: Author*

### 5.4. Conclusion

To unlock South Africa’s climate finance potential, it is essential to align policies, strengthen capacity, and create an environment conducive to both public and private sector engagement in climate action. This comprehensive approach will contribute significantly to the country’s sustainable and climate-resilient future. **Furthermore, this cannot be done without a level of transparency not only on climate finance transactions and funding but also on measurement metrics used by industry players.**

By leveraging climate finance effectively with standard monitoring, reporting and verification processes, the country can foster an equitable transition towards a low-carbon and climate-resilient economy. This transition not only addresses climate-related challenges but also holds the potential to alleviate poverty, reduce inequality, and create meaningful employment opportunities, thus contributing to a more sustainable and prosperous future for all.
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## ANNEXES

### Annex I: Table of Policy Documents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy Document</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Private Sector Involvement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>National Climate Change Response Policy Paper (NCCRP)(^{273})</td>
<td>A government policy outlining South Africa’s climate change approach and response strategy. It addresses mitigation and adaptation and some other strategic priorities such as technology research and resource mobilisation. Concerning adaptation, the paper identifies priority sectors and short- and medium-term policies for individual sectors and issues that require cooperation across sectors. As for mitigation, the paper sets out the country’s overall approach to tackling mitigation challenges and establishes the context under which South Africa will address mitigation.</td>
<td>The importance of the private sector in achieving targets and in addressing specific actions are noted.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renewable Energy Independent Power Producer Procurement Programme (REI4P)</td>
<td>A large private sector-based investment programme aimed at increasing the capacity of renewable energy in South Africa. It has led to an increased generation capacity of over 6000 Megawatts (MW).(^{274}) The 6th bid window for awarding contracts aims to increase generation by a further 5200 MW.(^{275})</td>
<td>Private sector involvement and procurement is paramount for REI4P.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated Energy Plan (IEP)(^{276})</td>
<td>The paper reviews and analyses the future supply and demand of energy in South Africa under several scenarios, among which some scenarios place a strong importance on the environmental transition. In addition to this, it provides recommendations for renewable energy sectors.</td>
<td>Private sector involvement is not referenced.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green Transport Strategy (GTS)(^{277})</td>
<td>This strategy paper, which covers the period 2018-2050, addresses mitigation and adaptation options and initiatives for the transportation sector to bring the sector in line with the climate change agenda. It also makes some mention of costs and suggests options for financing the strategy, apart from public sector taxation, fees, and subsidies.</td>
<td>Private sector participation is considered integral to the strategy. Lowering barriers and securing long-term investment is crucial.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated Resource Plan (IRP)(^{278})</td>
<td>This plan details the transition of the energy sector until 2030 under rather generous emissions allowances for the sector. It also makes note of likely tariffs that will be passed on to consumers due to the changing electricity mix.</td>
<td>Private sector involvement is not referenced.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


| **Carbon Tax Act**<sup>279</sup> | This government document sets out the carbon pricing strategy of the country, with an *initial level of ZAR 120 which has since risen to ZAR 134 per ton CO2e emitted*. The document also sets out the emissions factors of various sources of pollutants and the allowances given to emitters. However, according to the IMF, these allowances have led to a low effective carbon tax rate of less than ZAR 7 for FY 2021-22<sup>280</sup>. | Private sector involvement is not referenced. |
| **Low Emission Development Strategy (LEDS)**<sup>281</sup> | This comprehensive mitigation-focused document, which is aimed to be replicated every five years, collates sectoral documents and presents the national strategy for mitigation and existing policies and strategies to further reduce emissions. The strategy also details the likely cost of the country’s transition and indicates the role of climate finance, both internationally and from the domestic private sector. | The need to support and collaborate with the private sector is mentioned in the strategy. The importance of private sector finance is also noted. |
| **National Climate Change Adaptation Strategy (NCCAS)**<sup>282</sup> | The NCCAS is a government document that outlines South Africa’s adaptation priorities for adaptation planning and to inform policy through the identification of nine key strategic interventions. Challenges for adaptation financing and general action-based responses are established as part of the outcome framework however some of these actions lack specificity. | Involvement and interaction with the private sector are extensively considered in the strategy. |
| **South Africa’s updated NDC** | Communicated to the UNFCCC secretariat in September 2021, it addresses the country’s climate change ambitions on mitigation, adaptation, and a just transition in a comprehensive way. While estimated costs are given at a high level per action for adaptation measures, there is a lack of specificity and a detailed action plan. Meanwhile, for mitigation, costing is not given. However, requirements for international support are provided including a quantification of climate finance needs. | The issue of private sector adaptation finance is noted. |
| **South African Automotive Master Plan (SAAM2035)**<sup>283</sup> | While this document generally details the action plan for the automotive industry in South Africa through to 2035, it additionally emphasises the country’s need to transition to the production and use of more environmentally friendly and energy-efficient vehicles across the strategy period. | The uptake of the plan by the private sector is considered necessary to its implementation. |
| **Steel and Metal Fabrication Masterplan**<sup>284</sup> | This sectoral document calls for the greening of the steel industry with an aim of reaching carbon neutrality by 2050, with the green hydrogen industry suggested to have a large role in this transition. The document also suggests that assistance with initial switchover costs may be required to incentivise the industry. | The private sector is mentioned by the masterplan as potentially hesitant to adopt carbon neutral practices without assistance. |


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Just Energy Transition Investment Plan (JET IP)</strong></th>
<th>Identifies key sectors and activities for prioritisation in mitigation, highlights areas of interest for adaptation and provides high-level costing of financing South Africa’s Just Transition, yet lacks concrete actions, the granularity of financing needs and actors and financial mechanisms for implementation.</th>
<th>The private sector as a funding source is crucial to the implementation of the JET IP.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>South Africa's Green Finance Taxonomy</strong></td>
<td>Based on the European Union’s (EU) Green Taxonomy but tailored to South Africa’s specific circumstances and will be used as a system for classifying economic activities that contribute to climate change mitigation and adaptation. While this remains under development, over time, it could prove increasingly important in making a business and financial case for investing in adaptation and mitigation as a result of the general and technical criteria established for various sectors that will ensure certainty for investors and finance as a whole (see section 2 in this report for more detail).</td>
<td>Private sector involvement is not referenced.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>South African Climate Change Bill</strong></td>
<td>The Bill aims to enable the development of an effective climate change response and a long-term, just transition to a low-carbon and climate resilient economy and society in South Africa in the context of sustainable development. The Department of Forestry, Fisheries and the Environment (DFFE) introduced it to Parliament on 18 February 2022. The strategy includes a number of objectives and obligations for adaptation, including the publishing of both national and sectoral adaptation plans. The bill also sets forth plans for national and sectoral emissions targets (see section 2 in this report for more detail).</td>
<td>Private sector involvement should be considered for the management of adaptation measures where necessary.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Green Hydrogen Commercialisation Strategy</strong></td>
<td>This strategy paper sets out South Africa’s vision to become a major producer and exporter of green hydrogen in the coming years. Within the paper, there is an analysis of the current environment and regulatory frameworks, in addition to an estimation of the financing requirements for upcoming projects. It also notes South Africa’s available funding opportunities from various sources. As of the 19th October 2023, the GCHS has been approved for implementation.</td>
<td>The strategy impresses the private sector’s role in ensuring implementation and competition in international markets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>South African Renewable Energy Masterplan (SAREM) Draft</strong></td>
<td>This document constitutes a comprehensive and detailed action plan for renewable energy in South Africa, with a particular focus given to solar energy, wind energy, lithium-ion batteries, and vanadium-based batteries. However, very little attention is given to financing.</td>
<td>The document notes the important contributions of the private sector up to that point and its continued importance into the future.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Energy Action Plan</strong></td>
<td>This recurrently updated plan primarily focuses on South Africa’s strategy to transition away from load shedding, however as part of that plan renewable electricity generation, renewable energy storage, and commercial rooftop solar play a large role in helping to achieve that aim.</td>
<td>In the latest iteration of the plan in August 2023, the need to build private sector collaboration is considered paramount and the...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---


Annex 2 | Economic Sectors Approach to Net Zero

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>Key Climate-Related Sectoral Documents</th>
<th>Approach to Net Zero</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mining</td>
<td>DMRE (2020-2025) strategic plan&lt;sup&gt;291&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>The JET IP has highlighted the importance of providing an equitable transition to coal mining workers in the country as well as to repurpose coal mining land. The document estimates the total costs of repurposing this land and attending to coal worker transition needs at ZAR 19 billion. While the purpose of this rehabilitation is for public and private use, the financing for these policies is expected to come from the government and DFIs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exploration Strategy&lt;sup&gt;292&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>An additional aspect of net zero for the mining sector is the extraction of commodities that will be essential for the net zero global economy, such as lithium, copper, nickel etc. Whilst the current known deposits of these commodities are low&lt;sup&gt;293&lt;/sup&gt;. The DMRE exploration strategy aims to increase the country’s share of global exploration expenditure to 5%.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>JET IP</td>
<td>Another note of interest concerning the mining industry in South Africa and net-zero considerations is the exclusion of artisanal or small scale (ASM) miners from the Just Transition, as the group is not mentioned once in the JET IP. When these mines inevitably have to shut down due to declining use in coal power, there may be environmental concerns due to improper closure in addition to socio-economic considerations, including a rise in illegal activity within the sector&lt;sup&gt;294&lt;/sup&gt;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourism</td>
<td>South African Tourism Climate Change Communication Strategy (SATCCCS)&lt;sup&gt;295&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>The tourism sector approach to net-zero is heavily incentive led, however many of these incentives also rely heavily on private financing. There is also the belief among stakeholders that the private sector should play a primary role in ensuring that the sector’s climate change transition is financed. Potential incentives proposed by the strategy include green accreditation and grading, tax rebates for tourism businesses that are leading the net zero transition, and government funding for water and energy efficient technologies to be implemented in the tourism sector.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture</td>
<td>Climate Smart Agriculture Strategic Framework</td>
<td>The CSA strategic framework indicates the future steps for South Africa in agriculture in a world with climate change through six outputs which are centred around an enabling policy environment, partnerships, and innovation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NCCAS</td>
<td>Potential incentives by the CSA strategic framework are for climate change in agriculture. There is also the belief among stakeholders that the private sector should play a primary role in ensuring that the sector’s climate change transition is financed. Potential incentives include green accreditation and grading, tax rebates for tourism businesses that are leading the net zero transition, and government funding for water and energy efficient technologies to be implemented in the tourism sector.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
<td>SAAM2035 Steel and Metal Fabrication Masterplan</td>
<td>The strategy indicates that initially the private sector and CSOs will need a lot of support and insurance against the climate and innovation risks, however this is a catalytic process after which organisations will become self-sufficient.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Annex 3 | Key public sector actors

National Treasury

The South African National Treasury, central to economic management and fiscal policy, aims to bolster sustainable growth and green investments through various initiatives. Key among these are the implementation of Budget Tagging and the development of a Green Taxonomy, enhancing transparency in climate finance and aiding the distinction between green and non-green investments. The climate budget tagging system tracks public fund allocation to climate-related projects, ensuring support for renewable energy, adaptation, and emissions reduction efforts. The SA GFT facilitates investors and financial institutions in identifying environmentally responsible projects, promoting green finance.306

Additionally, the Green Outcomes Fund, established in partnership with GreenCape, incentivizes investments in green businesses, particularly supporting Small, Medium, and Micro-sized Enterprises (SMMEs) in sectors like waste management, water, sustainable agriculture, and clean energy.307 This initiative, backed by the RMB Fund, showcases how grant funding can spur private sector investment in otherwise unviable areas.

Moreover, the National Treasury allocates Medium-Term Strategic Framework (MTSF) budgets to government departments for mandate implementation under the National Development Plan “Vision 2030.” In February 2023, a solar panel incentive was introduced, offering households a rebate for investing in solar photovoltaic (PV) panels, encouraging clean electricity generation.308 Through these measures, the National Treasury is pivotal in shaping a conducive environment for green investments and sustainable economic growth in South Africa.

Department of Mineral Resources and Energy (DMRE)

The REI4P programme, introduced by the Department of Energy (DoE)309, in 2010, has been instrumental in increasing the flow of climate finance in the country. The DoE of South Africa initiated the Independent Power Producer Procurement Programme (IPPPP) as a response to the pressing need for diversified electricity generation and the persistent power shortages that plagued the country since 2008310. The program, in essence, served as a platform to showcase South Africa’s firm commitment to introducing renewable energy solutions, a commitment initially demonstrated by President Zuma at the 15th UN COP 15.

The REI4P and the Small Projects Independent Power Producer Procurement Programme (SP-14P), which are both components of the IPPPPP, were established with the explicit purpose of procuring renewable energy capacity from private sector entities.311 Despite various implementation obstacles in recent years, the program has successfully attracted a significant influx of investment, totaling R209.7 billion, of which R41.8 billion (equivalent to 20%) originates from foreign investors.312 This marks a noteworthy achievement, surpassing GEF’s total investment in Independent Power Producers (IPPs) seen across the entire sub-Saharan African region over the past two decades.

Furthermore, the programme has significantly contributed to economic development in the country. It has facilitated the creation of 60,517 job years for South African citizens, along with substantial economic and enterprise development, amounting to R484.1 million.313 Additionally, it has...
made substantial strides in socioeconomic development, with contributions totaling R1.6 billion as of the end of March 2021.\textsuperscript{314}

**Department of Fisheries, Forestry and the Environment (DFFE)**

The Department of Forestry, Fisheries and Environment (DFFE) in South Africa significantly contributes to climate finance through overseeing programs and initiatives for climate change mitigation and sustainable environmental practices. Key activities include managing international climate finance from sources like the Green Climate Fund (GCF) for renewable energy and climate resilience projects and partnering with DBSA to manage the South African Green Fund, which finances green projects aiding the transition to a low-carbon economy.

DFFE also handles the National Climate Change Response Database to track climate actions, supports the issuance of sustainable municipal bonds for environmentally beneficial projects, and leads climate policy development to guide the country's climate efforts and attract climate finance. Through these activities, DFFE crucially facilitates climate finance management and direction towards climate change adaptation and mitigation in South Africa.

**The Presidential Climate Commission**

In December 2020, President Cyril Ramaphosa initiated the Presidential Climate Commission (PCC) to guide South Africa (SA) towards a fair transition to a low-carbon, climate-resilient economy, a decision stemming from the 2018 Presidential Jobs Summit.\textsuperscript{315} The Climate Change Bill passed in September 2021 formalised the PCC’s role, mandating it to provide expert advice on SA’s climate response with a goal of achieving a net-zero, climate-resilient economy by 2050.\textsuperscript{316} The PCC is central in mobilising climate finance for SA’s Just Transition, including coordinating the US$8.5 billion Just Energy Transition Partnership.\textsuperscript{317} While acting as a crucial liaison between the public and private sectors, time is needed to cement its legitimacy, especially in influencing the private sector in financing climate change. The private sector needs to be brought in early and involved in developing policies and regulations to garner their support and increased commitment towards the climate agenda in South Africa.

\textsuperscript{314} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{316} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{317} Ibid.